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,OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FI.IGHT
ASSOCINI'E ADMINI STRATOR--MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
The Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight (AA/MSF) is rt_ponsible fur the overall
mmmgemem and direction of all Manned Space Flight programs as defined and approved by the
Administrator of NASA, tte is aim rcs'ponsible for dirt_:ting launch and flight operations through
completion of each mission within a program, lie prnvldes policy quidance and direction to the Direo
tots of tlu'e_ Mantled Space Flight Centers (MSFC, MSC and KSC), the Apollo Program Director and
the OMSF Mission Operations Direeotr.
An OMSF Management Council, c0nsistitxg of the AA/MSF as Chairman and the Directors Of
each Mauntxt Spa(_e Flight Center, establishes policy guidelines and plans for the MSF programs.
l_;or the Apollo Program specifically, the At._IIO Program Director operates within tht's'e gt:idelines and
broad plans aud ad_,isi_ the Council each momh of his wogram IMans and status, potential program
areas, e_st.status and r_aluirements for additional resources, The Counci[ etmures that adequi_te r_aurc_
are available for the successful condut:t of tlw program and that _x_liey, progress and performam'e goals
arc being_met,
The Program Mauagemem Cmmcil also acts as the Design Certification Board for examinit_g the
desigu of the. total Apollo minion complex for proof of developmem matu_'ity. It asst_es (I) the design
of the Space Vehicle for fEght _x_rthiness aud rearmed flight .safety, and (2) the desigu of the Launch
Complex the Mission Control Cctxtcr, Manned Space Flight Network and Launch [nstrumentatiota
for mamxed Atx_llo tui_iotxs. A Minion Dcs'igu Certificatiotx l)ocua_ent,, executed by the Program
Management Council sen.cs as the approval authority tbr pnweediug with spt'cific flight minions de-
_ignattwl fot_manned flight.
APOI,I.O I'ROGRAM DIRECTOR
Tlie AA.,'MS|: has assigned the res'ponsibility for all aspt't'ts of the Apollo Ptx_gram to the Apollo
Program Dircx'tor and has delegated him the authority for platming and scheduk's, budgets and cost
comrol, systems cnginrx'riag, design, developmem, test, and perfonuiuxce evaluation uece'_ary to en-_ure.
the aclfievement of program objectives. "l'l_is authority includes the mission de._criptiom, tedmical re-
quirements, prt_gram specification, and reliability and quality standards. The Apollo Program Director
is the NASA official authority, for i_uing Apollo Program Directives and imposing Apollo [h-ogram
requirements on Field Centets. Ills line of authority for direction oi' program affairs at each of the
MSF Centers is direct to the :\t_11o lh't_gt_Uu Manager within the respective Center.
The Apollo Pr0gr,un i)evelopment .Plan dat_xt ,]ahuary, l.tRifi prepared by the Apollo l_0gtam
l)irector in accordance _tth NASA .Ghteral Management InstruCtion 4-1-1, is the basic pl;'m for execu-.
tion of the pt'ogram as defini'd, aud approved by thi' [.)eputy Atttuitfistrator of NASA in the Apollo.
Projects Approval l)octunent. The lh'ogram Development Plan defines directly, .mr by t+'eferenec, the
program organization, vcqxmsihilitit's, rt'xluiremetxts,.resouri:es and time phasing of major actions required
to accomplish progratu oh:t, ctiv/'s. Overall requireftx_'nts and i'/.-s'ponsihilitit_ iti eat'li of the i'unctional
areas of :\polio Pi'ogr,m_" tuat_agcment are described in eighte_'tt s0ctiot_s of this platL These requir-
ments and restxmsibilities at': more specifically di, fined in addititmal Ai,_llo Program Office "'Key Doc-
umettts". It is the re_,ponsibdity of the :\tx_llo Prcgram Maitagers' at t'aclt MSF Ci'ut('r to ins:we corn,
pli:uwe with the rcqttirctuems of thcs:e "Key I)i_cutuents" throughout the NAS..\ atxd contt'actor or-
ganizations which they control.
MSI" t:I.:N'I'I':R I'_II,_I;C'I't H_,S
DIRI:.CT('HL .MANNI.D SP.Xt:l:t'lLXl,q' L,I.N 1 !,1 t ,MSt')
Tht" .\.\ MSl: h,is ,lSSi_,+tlt'tl the tlt'_,t'[,t[_|ll"lll ,q the Xl_lh+ Nl_,lt't'ctalt ,tlld rt'latt'd gl'otllld M|l_pt'_rt
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equipment ard support of manued space llight missiou_ to tilt' l)irectt_r of the Manned Spacecraft
Center. The Director is responsible fl,n' developmt'nt, production, checkout attd technical integrity
of all Apollo spacecraft hardware and softw:trc. Ill" retains this rc_pon._ibility through all phases of
activity, regat'dless of location of tile hardware or software, from inception to program ctmlph.tiotx.
"|'he Director, ,'MSC is also delegated thc authority for .\polio flight dpcr:_titm.,, and flight crew operations.
DIRECTOR, KENNI,'.I)Y SP.\CF CI'Nq'I.;I/_ KS(')
The AA M,"4F has a_igned tilt' respon._ibilit.v for :\polh_ l.::unch ()per:lit,ms, facilities and Connnon
Ground Support |'_quipment to tile l)irecttn', Kennedy Np,lce Cctlter(K,_(2). | It' too, retains thi,_ assign-
tnellt through all p_mses of activit)', regardh'._._ of location of hardw, n'c or so',twarc, lronl inception to
corn I,wtion of tilt" t:n'ogralll.
Each C, entet _ i)irector assign.,, rcsptmsilfiht.v ,mtl dclcgatc., _ufti_icnt .mthtn"t-_ m his designated \polio
Progranl .Manager" Io (-ffectivel.v manage hi._ i_ortitm of till: ln'ogr:un.
(:EN'I'ISR PR()GRAM M.\N.\(II';I_,S, Ms(: AND Ks(:
Thi- MSI: and I-_SC .\polio l_rograul ._lan,L_cr, rcl_in't tu',._':mi,.ui_u,,dly m their respcctive (:cntt'r
llirector.,,, bllt are re_|)on._i\'c to I'wogl',llll direction Iroll| tilt" .\p, flh, !_l'4.)gt'illll l)ire('tor tinder tl_..t'l,ll[
direction of thr Progrmu Xldtl,t_It'lllt'llt (_tlllllt'il. l'_,wh .\poIhl Pt'ugr, ml Ni,m,l_cr i._ th,h'g;ited tilt" .mlhtn'
ity lor overall clwrdinatitm, pl,mning ,lud t,_|-ct.titnl ot all aspct-t._ t_! t':h" .\|_olh_ I'rojcct a,_.,igm'd t_ his
C(-mcr Director.. 'l'his includes c[it'ctivt: coM, ._chcdtdi" and .tcchnic.tl IIIT]illlll,lllCt" Ill;lll,l_t'lllt'llt. I I"
is required to ,:'stahlish.prqicct tlcvclo|uncnt VI,m._, project .,,|_ct.itic,_li_m._ ,tnd .,,ttl_,idi,w.v _pccifi('atitnl_.
test and operating plau.,, mission ttc._cl:it+tiotl._ arid rcli.d+ilit\' and tlu.|lit.\ I+rtwcthlrt's+Ctm:,i.qctlt xxilh
and+ re.,,pon_ix'c to the directitn| and guideline.,,-provided hv llc,uhlt_:wtcr.s N \N.\. (),NINF ,tlld Ih,-
.\polio Pn)gram l)ircctor. Each .\t)tfllo l"rogr,ml ._l,tll,tgt'r is tilt" Iwim,u'y ,uld ,)ilici:ll iutcrl,wc I:ets_c,'n
N.\S.X.antl the inthtstrial ct_tltr,|t'tors p:|rticit),lting in hi,, ,lssiRncd I,rqb:ct. llt" Is rc_!)_tt_il)lc Ior ._ll[)t'|"
sion of the industrial contr:wtor.,, and t_thcr (_,C|lt('l' tW N.XS k ch'tuc|lt._ _upl_twti|lg hi.', lwoject.
INTER-CENTER RELATIONSHIPS, MSC AND KSC
TECI IN IC.\I, I N'I'EI_,F.\CI'?.._
Inter-Center (h_(_'dinat ton Pauel_,. act ing under (:t_-chairnw _'lfrom tilt' two ('enters involved, de fire" ,tild
_olve tile tcchuic,d intcrl.lct' t'WO[_l('tllS I_rt_t't'a the :q_at't'cr, l[i [.ICllttlt'_, ,lll{I .I._.',twi,ltt'tl t'tltlil3111Ctlt, iI,l'qC
all.v, these par'lois arc cngilwt'ring ,mtl ol_cr, tti,_ll.l[ _t_wking m,,up-lc,l_on',ihlt" tt_ ,t I'.lnt'l Rc\.ic\t Ih_.u_l
(PRlll ch,tirt-d l_, tlli" .\Dfllo 4'|'ogr,un I)ircchw. Eight pant-I, ,tn,[ t',\t'|ll'_-h_ltr 'q|h-l_:|IWlS ln.lkc ._\:_d
,d_h' tilt' tcchnic,d COItll_t'tt'll_.'t" ;'_1 t)Xl._l"..MSI:t:. XI'_t'. I_t'. ,rod Ihci: _,Olltl',lt'lOl_', IOF tilt' ,_llllll_'ll ,';
intcrfact" I'_rt_hlt'|II_. The panel, and ',uh-I_._|lcl_, Iuiutim_ within ,pc, ili_ .t.,,_ig|lt'd. arc, t._ tt_. t l_ itntH_,
actic, tL', rt'garditl_ dt'.qgll, ,in.dv.q_, :,tud'., h'_,t .Ihd tll_t'l'.lliOll_. ' J2) iclt'nttlV ,_tld Rcm'r,|tc Itllcrl.|t t' ( k_t_tl',_l
I'M_'utu(,nis (l_,:l/.,,) _ithin c.,,tahlishcd l'rogr,ltn I{t'tllltrt'l|lVtlt,. ,_ud (.II |t't't_lllltWIItl ,_dmionn t_, Iwid_lt'lh,
t_tltsitlc their :l._signrd rc.,,t_on._ihilit_ to tilt" I'RB It, .,,ti,,n I,x the |wt_pcr p.mcl .rod _wg,mi..'ati_m.
IN'ITR (TXI'I".I_ .\t M.,I.,._I1. i'._
The Dir0rt_._ of list: and IKSt: havc established dOClltllClltt:d a,_rcclllt'nt_, Ior Illh'r (:c.nlcl rcl.m,_n
ship.s conc/.'ruing specific activities during the flow of h,u'thv,u'c leo,it tll,ltlt|t,Wttll't" alld t'heckcnlt Ihrtm;_l_
I,tunch. .\grcenl0nts also exist I_t't_vtr('tl tilt" l/irectola tff MSFC arid i',_N(I hut ,Irt" till, dcetlwtl tlt'rtlltt'lll
tO tile sul_jcct o[ thi._ tllf_ttWff,lntllllll. The ._lS(i l)ircctor rt, t,tin_, technical tit,sign alltl [0crltn'ttlatlc,'
re._ponsil_ility, for tilt" .\l_fllo Sp, wccr.d't .it all timt'_,, thr_tlRImut the" entire dc_t'hapmrnt and m_,,t,_,_
,_t'tllletwe. .....
E-11
PROGRAM REQU I REMENTS CI I:\NG 1."(:ONTROL
Proposed dmnges to thc established Pl'ogl"am Requircmeflts Baseline as defined by the :\polio Pro-
grant Director. Procedures for the submittal, evaluation and approval of proposed changes are esta-
blished for schedules, cost and tee!mical performance.
Changes to the Apollo Program Development Plan are made in accordance with NMI 8020.5.
APGLLO PROGRAM DIRECTIVES
Apollo Program Directives are used to direct specific program actions and to document significant
program decisions. These Program Directives, signed by the :\polio Program Director, provide a means
for e_pediting documented direction to thc Apollo Proga-am Managers in cach Center. The authority
forApollo Program Directives is provided in NMI 8020.2.
APOLLO CONFIGUR.VI'ION CONTROl. BOARD DIRECTIVES
Additionally, Apollo Program direction is given to the Apollo Program Mm_agers in the form of
Apollo Program Office Configuration Control Board Directives. These directives, signed by die Apollo
Program Director, implement the decision._ of the Apollo Configuration Control Board on proposed
changes to the Apollo Program Specification.
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MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
HOUSTON, TEXAS
The function and /mthority for the Manned Spacecraft Center is defined in Manned Space Flight
NMI 1142.1. The management of the Apollo Spacecraft Program is assigned to tile Apollo Space-
craft Program Office by ttxe Manned Spacecraft Center Director.
DIRECTOR, MANNED SPACECRAVF (:ENTER (MSC)
The AA/MSF has assibmed the development of the Apollo Spacecraft aod related ground support
equipment hnd support _Sf manned space flight missions to the Director 0f the IManned SpaCecraft
Center. The Director is responsible for development, production, checkout and technical integrity
of all Apollo spacecraft hardware and software. Ite retains this responsibility through all phases 6f
activity, regardless of location of the hardware oi" software, from inception to program completion.
TI_e Director, MSC is also delega.ted the authority for Apollo flight opetation.s and flight crew operations.
S
MSC APOLLO PROGRAM M:XNAGt:;P,
The MSC Apollo Program Manager reports organizationally to the MSC Center Director, but
is responsive to progranl direction fronl the Apollo Progt'am Director under overall direction of the Pro-
gram Managemcnt Council. Thc.\pollo-Program Manager is dclcgatcd the authority for overall coor-
dination, planning and direction of all aspects of thc Apollo Project assigned to the Ccntcr Director•
This includes effcctivc cost, schedule and tcchnical performance managemept.. Ite is required to estab,
lish project developmcnt plans, project spccifications and subsidiary spccifications test and operating plans,
mission descriptions and reliability ,-ind quality procedurcs consistent with and responsive to the direc-
tion and guidelines provided by lteadquarters NASA, OMSF and the Apollo Program Director. The
Apollo Program Managcr is the primary and official interfoce bctwccn NASA and the industrial con-
.tractors participating in his assigned project• ttc is responsible for supervision of the industrial con-
tractors and other Center' or NASA elements supporting his project.
APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE
The ASPO (Apollo Spacecraft Program Office), under the direction of the Apollo Program Man- .
ager, is responsible for the planning, coordination, and direction of all aspects of the Apollo Spacecraft
Program, This includes the supervision of industrial contractors within the scope of the contract and
the direction mad coordination with other elements of MSC. or NASA Headquarters which are assigned
parts of the program. Specific responsibilities include:
a. Devclopmcnt of the Apollo Spacccraft Proga'am resources and scheduling plans, their integration
and development into an overall program devclopmetxt plan and the control of the.implementation
of this plan.
b. Sewing as the primary point of coordination and control of systems design, specification, and
development for the Apollo Spacecraft Program.
c. Development or approval of spacecraft subsygtems design requirements, the performance of trade-
off studies, the definition and ctmtrol of all interfaces between spacecraft subsystems and the space-
craft, interfaces between other" related program elements, and the development and maintenance
of all crew safety_rcquirctnents.
d. Management of the detailed planning, implementation, and reporting of results for each major'
flight and integrated systems ground test.
e. Coordination and developnxent of thc test program plan, the development of the mission direc-
tive documents, the detertrtination of instrumentation and tneasurement lists and requirements,
the deteI'mination of engince_'ing data acquisition and reduction requirements, the establishment
of detailed schedules, and the dctermination of the adequacy of checkout procedures for each
major flight and integrated systems ground test.
f. Development and standardization of requirements for reliability and quality assurance and the
reliability apportionment between various elements of the .\polio .sl?acccraft.
g. Management of contractor and subcontractor reliability and quality control efforts and tile co-
ordination of tile inspection efforts of cognizant Government inspection organizations.
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h. Development of the basic design of the lunar landing mission and the development of criteria
for the training 6f the spacecraft crew lor the lunar landing mission.
RESIDENT APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICES (RASPO)
The RASPO at the contractors' sites are responsible for the conduct of all operations involving
NASA personnel stationed at, or visiting the contractor in connection with eke Apollo Spacecraft Pro-
gram. The RASPOs also providc "on=site'" monitoring of the contractor's efforts.
PROGRAM CONTROL DIVISION
The Program Control Division is responsible for the development of theApollo Spacecraft Pro-
gram resources and scheduling plums, their integration into and development of an overall program
.development plan, and the control oi' the implementation of this plan, These responfibilities include
the management of spacecraft contractor efforts related to production machinery and equipment, fa-
cilities, manufacturing, configuration management, and documentation; the preparation of MSC and
NASA budgets for the Apollo Spacecraft Program; the preparation of Apullo Spacecraft Program re.
ports to meet the needs of controlling the program;and the planning and implementing of con-
ract negotiation.
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DIVISION
The Systems Engineering Division. establishes the preliminary design, identification of subsystems
and the performance of analyses and tradeoff studies when more than one subsystem is involved. Fur-
ther responsibilities include the responsibility for definition, implementation and configuration control
of all systems design for the Command and Service Module (C&SM) and the Lunar Module (LM)
•and associated Ground Support Equipment (GSE) and for providing .the interface between the C_:SM,
LM, Launch Vehicle (LV), Launch Complex (LC) and Spacecraft LM Adapter (SLA)..
MISSION OPERATIONS DIVISION
The purpose of the' Mission Operations Division is to act as the focal point of all ASPO activi-
ties relating to the definition and planning of the Apollo spacecraft development and .lunar missions.
This Division is also responsible for defining the requirements for flight test and mission planning,
determining the system and subsystem mission _elated design requirements, and verifying that the mis-
sion requirements are within spacecraft capabilities.
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CgzSM PROJECT ENGINEERING AND CHECKOUT DIVISION
The •CgcSM Project Engineering and Checkout Division is responsible for Program Office techni-
cal monitoring of all Command and Service Module (CgcSM). and Spacecraft Lunar Module Adapter,
(SLA) and checkout activities, as follows:
r,. Providing Project Engineers for.each Cg:SM SLA and ground test vehicle;
b. Assuring end item scheduling, integration and statming to support program milestones;
c. Reviewing, monitoring and concurring on hardware and specification changes that affect CgcSM
and SLA;.
d. Servi'_g as primary poim of contact for all close-in spacecraft;
e. Chairixxg the post-flight editorial board;
f. Organizing and conducting Flight Readiness Reviews for each C_:SM and SLA;
g. Monitoring for the Manager, ASPO, the progress of the spacecraft from initial manufacturing
to launch and from recovery to final dispostion;
h. Assuring timely recognition of unique spacecraft problems and directing their respective solutions;
i, Assuring overall flight readiness of the vehicle, associated facilities, and supporting ground test
programs for each spacecraft; mad
j. Managing' the detail test planning and test activities associated with Cg:SM ground test vehicles
for thermal/vacuum demonstration. Managing NASA and contractor activities associated with.
accomplishment of test and approving changes or workarounds as required to maintain estab-
lished schedules.
LM PROJECT ENGINEERING AND CttECKOUT DIVISION
The Lunar Module Project Engineering and Checkout Division is responsible for Program Office
E-17
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technical m6nitotqng of all LMS at_d clieckout a/:tivi_es as follows:
a. Managing Gt_umman Aircraft Engineering Corporation (GAEC) activities during the final as-
sembly and factory tzheCkout operations of the vehicle at GAEC.
B. Maintaining tile schedul/: of _'heckout operations as designated [:y Ille spacecraft operational
test proccdure_ (()TP).
c. Controlling spacecraft configurations as defined in Apollo Configuration Management Plan dated
March 3, 1965.
d. Rt;,porting status of the spacecraft to thc manager, ASPO, and all other interested 15arties.
c. l)cveloping hardware and proccdural s61utions to problem_ which arise during final assembly
and checkout operations at the factory.
f. Carrying out the ,\SPO managetucnt functions during the ch,Sckout operations of the spacecraft
at KSC pi'itSr to Stacking.
g. Carrying out thc MSC management function of the space'craft portion of the space vehicle after
stacking and prior to final launch countdown initiation.
h..\ssuring that the spacecraft systems are adquately verified prior to launch,
i. Assisting the Flight Operations Directorate and Mission. Operations Division, ASPO, during the
spacecraft mission as requested.
j. Arranging for the Customer Acceptance Readiness Revit?w I,(-:.\l_,l_,) and cl0seout action items
generated by these meetings.
REH.\BILITY, (2U:\ I.i'I'Y AND TES'I" DIVISION
Thc R?liability, ,Qtlality and Test Division has primary rcsponsibilit.v for developing and monitor-
ing of l-x_licics and procedures for assuring the reliability and quality of Apollo spacecraft systems and
compoucnts; cstahlishe,_ the reliability apportionmet_ts between clement of the spacecraft; servesas the
prinuu'y point of coordination and control for all man,,fracturing processes and quality control problems;
is rcsponsiblc tkn" the certification and qualification requirements, and their buy-off, for all spacecraft
hardware items, and .;,lssl|rcs proper resolution of all spacecraft, Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
alld .\cceptaucc Checkout Equipment (ACE) failures.
.MISSION SUPPORT DIVISION
The Mi,_sion Support Division rcsponsibilities include the following:
.Manage the activities relating to evaluation of preflight checkout data, proga'ant office real-time
mission support, test data processit_g, and postflight evaluatiotl .and report_ for all Ap, ollo missions.
Develop a rcal-tin*c support.plan for each mission, ix_cluding hardware, softwarc, and manning re-
quirements for llouston_and the contractor pla**ts. Direct tile program ofticc real,time support activi-
ties during each mission.
Plan.the data acquisition and processing requirements for real-time and postflight analysis. Manage
instrumentation tl:ansducer cali|n'ation activities. Direct the activities of contractor processing of mis-
sion data.
Manage tllissioll ;Utad'¢si_ and evaluation activity at tlouston and at tile col_tractor plants. Mal_age
_pacccrat't and equipttlet_t handling after recovery until tnission evaluation is completcd.. Expedite the
identification and resolution of all anomalies observed during tile mission or form postflight test activi-
ties. Issue all rcqt|ircd l'epot'ts for tile mission.
;\snurc that at satishlctory processing and analysis of data has been p.crforntcd during the final
,tcccptancc tents on e:_clt spacecraft at the contractors plants and at KSC, and [or thermal-vacuum
spacccr:fft tests conducted at MSC. Expedite the identification zttld resolution of all anomalies observed
dttt'illg thcrtnal-v,tct_utu spacecraft tests.
AI:OI.I.( ) SI'.\CE( '.R AI"T SUBSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
The .\SP(), it', intplemcntittg the MSC management philosophy to attain the maximum utlization
of the availablt' resources of .'klSC ill furtherance of tile .\polio Spacecraft ProgTam, has assigned the
management of thr contractors' subsystem development, efforts to Subsystem .Managers within specific
0
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The i"liicht t'vew (lpmili_u_ l)ircctor_lle Ihmu8 h dclel, lllled _luthorilics h'om Ih¢ hlSt; l)ireelor i_
m_t_u._ibl_" t'of pm,'idi_,_ _l_e ,\p_llo i'l'e_v tt_inir_, clvw. pr_i, edm'e_i _ud flighl t'rrw operhlion,_,
.\l't ,1 I.t _ ,',il' \t :l't 'll .\1.' I t'Rt _t ;R..\,_I t x lNi'lll II
I'h¢ .\p,,ll,, ht_a_l'l'l,lll II¢_¢lot_ull, ilt I'1,111 l,', plrV.ilrd h_,: ih¢ \SPtl ,ind u,, Ihl' h,lsic i_l_m Iol ihi"
¢_,i'i'llill"ll i'll IIIl" .'q't, IWl'l'l,lll lllt"!II.I III %llihllt Ihl' o,,¢lall Ir.uu¢_,mlK oI the .\pi_lh! l*logr,uu I!c_'rl,ltm_eut
I'[,m g_-ui'l,lit'd I_ Ihc .\p,,lk_ Pio,_l.uu Ilurctor tM,"iF_, l'lr" _'xi'cuIIol_ ol Ih¢ spill'¢l'l'iilt I_lx_l_ul._ is
iiIiph'lll¢lltCd Ihl_'_ll!l',h Ihl" _ll_ltll_llll.lt¢¢ ' tollIl,Ii'I.,, ,llld ¢o11[1.h1 til_l Illll¢lll,'i _ilh Ilir ;ll.,h_,ldllill Sll, ll'¢vl'iiH
d_,vch_tmlc;_t ,c_,lllIl.l_ll_ls I'lu' i'OIItl',ll'l b,l',,l']llll" i'llll,"ilM'i O] |11¢ I'l'qlll.II'| ll,,,_'ll, d/'liluu;4 the: i'OIlIl',l_,'lOi"_
I,l',,ks .l'ld l¢,,q_'gl'ill_lhiw',, lh¢.s|l.l,,'l'_'l.lll sl'l'i'lill',lti_,_ll!,, I¢,_l I_1,111'I. lh¢l'kollt ICqltll¢lll¢lll,_ ,rod [1111"d_._..li¢
lllodllt.lh _1 I,¢qlliii,lll_l,llD..llld l,:hl,dlll¢,-, Flu" i,_,l|lIl'ol ill th¢,_i" l¢qllil¢llli'tll.'i 1_. ,w_:Oml,h.'lhcd llu'iml_h lh_"
i'OlllI.l¢l _ll.lllge pli_¢_'dlll¢ .Ind Ih¢ .\poll_, I_tlllhglll,llloll t'allllll_l ih,_k'¢dUit's set Iollh 111 ,'_l'i," ,_I)_)!,
_lit_l_h.iilcilt _,'_ I I'_l,,l _,_illl_l I'_ ili,iilll.llil¢lt Ilil'llli,l.lh the lll{h:lllioil ill' Ih¢ _.\_.\ |"_lilli hB'.l Iwl_i'¢
dlii_', .1till till" IIl.,tll' dCl.lll _'Ollliol llwlh_d i_l "_oik tl.ll'k.l,141',',", '_lll_'h l_mvid_", %'l.',,Ibihl_, .llid _'Oilll:ll
of lilt tollll.ll tot". ¢11o11",
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FLIGHT CREW MISSIOH OPERATIOHS
The Flight Crew Director is designated by the Assistant Director for Flight Crew Operations and
reports tO llim except during tile mission period. During the mission period he reports directly tO
the Flight Director. During the prelaunch phase, the Flight Crew Director directs and assesses the
preparations of the flight crews and their required equiptnent, and reports the status of these prepara-
tions and the final readiness to the Flight Director, He is responsible for scheduling the .activities Of
the flight crew, providing tile training ax,d the training equipment, and insuring personal equipment
necessary for the ,nission is provided, During a mission control phase, the Flight Crew Director is
available to the Flight Director for assistance in flight control, if desired.
The functions reporting directly to the Flight Crew Director are the Flight crews, both primary
and backup; the simulator operations section; and the flight crew activities support team. The personal
flight equipment group of the Crew Systems Division and the flight surgeons of the Center Medical
Office are responsive to the Flight Crew Director in order to Carry Out his assigned duties.
The wimary and backup flight crews are assigned by the Assistant Director for Flight "Crew Op-
erations. During the prelaunch phase, both cre_vs perform activities assigned by the Flight crew Di-
rector. During the mission control phase, the primary flight crew report to the Flight Direct'0r in
accomplishing the flight plan in accordance with the mission rules alad.supplementary instructions from
the Flight Dii'ector, or mission rules and supplenaentary instructions from the Flight Director, or per-
foma such independent action as required in flight by contingency situations. The backup crew assists
the Flight Crew Director during, the mission control phase.
The simulator operations section is provided by the, Flight Crew Support Division. This sectiolx
maintains and opec'ares the mission simulator" and other necessary training devices.
The flight crew activities support team is also provided by the Flight Crew Support Division.
This team is responsible for coordinating preflight crew training and briefings, providing in-flight as-
sistance to the flight control team and flight cre_' as-required, and conducting postflight crew debrief-
ing.. Preflight activities consist of aiding in training flight crews in spacecraft operation and scientific
experiments. They at'e responsible for some in-flight experimental equipment and for flight crew train-
ing on all experiments, It is also their function to provide a flight plan .which outlines acti,cities to be
performed by the crew during the mission. During the ,nission this team provides support to the
Flight Director through the command communicator as specified in other documentation.
The personal equipment group is provided by the Crew System_ Division. This ga'oup is respon-.
sible for the care. of flight ready equipment, suiting the -crew for training sessions and flight, and aiding
the crew during insertion and hookup for launch. The Crew Systems Division supplies the necessary
pressure suits, hygiene equipment, rations, sensors, and other personal equipment required to support
the mission.
The crew flight surgeons are designated by the Chief of the Center Medical Office. Durillg pre-
launch phases, the crew. flight surgeons monitor and assess the phsiological status of the flight crews
and report this status to the. Flight Crew Director and Medical Director.
Upon recovery, the recovet'y fligllt surgeons accomplish postflight medical evaluation as directed by
the. Medical Director and scheduled by the Flight Crew Director.
Upon termination oi" flight, the' flight crew technical debreifing team, appointed by the Assistant
Director for Flight Crew Operations, is responsible for the pkmning and implementation of the technical
and in-flight experiments debriefing of the flight crew. This team uses the crew debriefing document
to acquire preliminar), data. This docmnent formulates a series of questiol:s covering the areas of flight
coturol, slxacecraft systt,ms, in-flight experiments, and recovery operations. They accomplish the required
liaison with the p,ogram offices, fligllt operations directorate, and the in-flight experiments parcel, to
insure that these organizations have appropriate representation at MSC debriefing sessions. The debrief-
ing team makes arrangements to be at the sccz_e of the primary recovery site in order to accon_plish
the initial debriefing as ,_0on as possible after rectwery. They also de.velop plans requiCed for debriefing
the flight crews in the event of landing in a secondary or contingency site.
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INTRODUCTION
This _[_rt blieflysumm_ri_'esthe KSC Ap(_llool_ufiz_tionaml rsp_llsibilities,In e_ic|_instan_,
the docml_ented _mflmrit_' is rr£eren_'ed _md included _s em-h_ute.s.
The functioning of ,he offkx of the C.emer l)i_x_ctor. A_llo lh'ogram Oi_ice. each of the four
Director_Ltes, plus _dditioual det_fil in the are:_ of Sl_wecr_fft amt l,aunch Vehicle Operations is included.
, ¢
t *,
GENERAL
The overall org,mi_atioual structure of the Kem_i'd)' Space Center is shmm iuellclt_sutel, Kenned)'
Space (_,enter responslbilifit's are:
1, Devi'lopmem ,rod cm_strucliou or' f,wilities to check out and launch space vehicles,
_, AsSemhle ,rod int_'grate spacecra_'t, launch v_'hieh's, aud launch facilities.
'_, Provide suppor_ serx'ic_',_ ,_t Cape Kem_edy Air Force Sta_iou aud Keuuedy Space Center, NASA.
b, Managx, aud master plau the Kem_edy Space Center, NASA.
REI:, AI"I'II, .\polh_ lh'ogram Development Plan, M.DMA,_}_
• NMI 11.t2.2
,#
DIRECTOR. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
The C,emer Director is r¢,qponsilq_, to lilt" A,_,_ociate Admimstratot for Mamxed Sphee Flight.
responsibilities are:
!, Total r/'sDmsibility for the entire KSt', enterprise.
ia, i,stablishment and or appriw,fl oi" all I_asic into'hal bi,SC policies,
:4. Persou,fl iuvolvemeut at .qpecific criticai poiuts in key managerial pmee._ses ,rod dee isii_t_._
4. Dcleg._le ._uthorit.v .rod rc_,t_.n_sil*ility to the s/'nior levels o[ Cente: ttl,ln.l./,_etllellt. .
REi':. AU 1'!!.- NMI 1142.2
-KN 1142.2
Ills
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APOLLO PROGRA_ MANAt_ (K$C)
The KSC Apollo Program Manager is direcdy responsible to the Center Director and is responsive
tO program direction from the Apollo ProgTam Director under overall direction of the Program Man-
agem'mt C,ouneil. The KSC Apollo Program Manager is responsible for:
1. Official int,,,rface with other ,Maimed Space Flight Centers and ()ffice of ,Maimed Space Flight,
2. Formulation of subsidiary spccification, test and operating plans, mission description, program
reliability and t_.\ procedures and opt, rating plans,
3. Translate rcquh'cmct_ts _ind Schedules received from the Apollo Program Director and forward to
line crgalfizations for developiu(|tt into detailed pl,ms.
4, Receive, review, validate and integxatc plans for individual operating Directorates into KSC
Apollo Progl aut plans.
5..\t _1 7t_t'Ogt';Ull COiliiltitiliCI'll [i'Ve.q, cooi'din,,tc, luoni_or and lilac\ thv execution i'ff requirep_ents
aud utili.,.,ition ol fumLa ag:du_t ,q?,,n'ovcd pl;ms, ,qchcdulcs _u_d resources.
(i. ,\pprov¢" the sc0pc ,u_d ch,utg('_ in scopeill the work of stage and sp,tt:('craft comractors,
7..\s._urc that II_t"scopc or ch;u_gc in g¢Op_"o[ support contr;iclors arc consistent with Apollo PrOgram
_equireliwili._ .....
8..M,_iitt:dn survcilkn_cc i_[ st:igc ,rot! spac_.ci'ait conlr,tctors activities Io ;Issurc o]flil _._ttinl ba|ancc in
pcrkwm:,,ucc, ._chedul¢'.,. ,u_d.co._t.
9. l_,cx'_'_v dcvclopuwnt pl:m.,, i'tw I,_St'. dcsigiwd or furifi.qhcd cquipnlcnt ,u_d f,wi|ities. Assure per-
form,met" aud dcgigtl criteri,t i.q propcr.,uid ,wccpt,d_lc with ;ill actix.ities.itwok'ed and :ire couSistent
with Apollo Progi',uu guidelines and availai_le resource'.,.
RI'_I:, ,\l'Tll. - K:N li.t2,2
• ,) ,)K,_ 11 .t..I
DIRECTOR OF LAUNCH OPERATIONS
Thc l)irector ot I.:ium'h (_pci',ltiott,_ i'c|_ort,, dh'cctly, to thc Ccittcr Director and is rc_,_ponsiblc for:
1. ,Nlann._cmcut ,tnti tt,¢huical direction of pr(,ili_ht opcr;ttiou,-al_d integratiom checkout, and launch
of all .\polio ,_pacc vehicle,_ at K,";t" mid I'TR.
'2, In,_udl,ttiou, eht,,,'kt_ut, n/,,dilication, ttl:tit_tt'il:ul¢c ,utd operation (_t all (;SI: providedas u,qed _
b_," l:ltiileh \'_hi,'It" ;nld _p,wccr,dt Coiltl'at'tOl'._.
31 Initiates, ._upcrvise._ ,uld coordimitcs t}W tn't']'_ir;itioit oi prcllight [:tuuch opcrations _cst plan_ :_(x¢|
i,', rcspousihlc for the t'xt-t'tlliOli o_ ihc,'ilL
•l..\._,_ists tht" V,t.uwdy Sp,tc¢" (,_t'lttt'l" .\pollo i'r0gr,uu ,kl,ulagcr in his ncgoti,tting with, and rccciv
iitg approval o{'. tht' cogni,',mt dt, vclopn|t'LH (','ntcrs coi_¢'crning tt'_t ,uld opt'rat{otlal scqttelici,'s,
,u_ti tucthods ,iitd .q _litd;u'd._.
5, Ill ;ttCt)l'dAllt't" _vith progranl rctluirt'mcnts rect'ivcd from .the I¢,,"q(.' Apollo Progn'am .M:ui,igt'r,
di'vckqls opcratiOn,ll ,'qqt_p Oil ,lilt{ l't'_otlr¢'e requireUxcnts nccdcd to execut(" the .assigned missiou
within approved schedule': nnd or ftmdhtg limit,itit,:ts
ti, ('k'Ci'._t'(',_ the. ti Ilhl,_eitt t'lAt of spccitic colttr,ictor.c[fort., ,is ,q_protWiatc to their vli.4si0n, insur£"
COitSiSl('ilC.V, C tIOi'dllL_'tiCWt ,liK[ C|'[Ct'.tiVt" ilKtlKIgCliit.'Itt.
7. Chair the" .\pollo l..ninch (Ipt,r,|tioits t:ouuafiiit'_' t kl,t K:'}.
RI'I". \l."l'll KN I 1.t2,2
• KN 11|2.'z2
DIRECTOR, SPACECRAFT OPERATIOHS
Thc l)irvtttn', ,%l_,ttt'¢r ,lli (lller,ili°n_ i._ i'l'_t-nl_l lilt Io Ihc Ilirct'lor of l.,iviich ()l _¢3r,ttiOns' l'or:
!. All lltlci,ilitnl._ ,iliti It,t-hnic,ll lii,litA_c-IIWlll hult'iiOll_ rcl;iliill Ill Stl;lt't'tTlllt Ctilttl'at'toi'._ _itltiu the
juri._diciion of lff, Stt.
,_t, _l.lfl,igt'illCill ,ilitl it'thiti_.',ll iilit'gi,liiOli tit ,ill KSt_ lltl('t';ItiOitS rcl,ltt'd to prcp,tratiotl, iitte,K
E-29
integratton tut_ification, checkout and el{gilt readines,_ of ntamLed spacecitaft.
:4, hLstallation, checkout modification, nlalntcnnm'c, and opel'ation o{ all G,%1":provided or used by
the _Fact'cva|'l cotllrztctors.
4, l)eve[op t)[:_t'r:ttiolla[ support t't'tiltil'ellWllLs |'or ilt;tlltled s[)i|cecral'l checkout and launch at KN(:
5. |.'stalflish .t lt:lili_l'ltl ,ttid co|L_islCllt Ill'ogritlll v_ithin till' l)ircctoral(' lor t'oll{'igur_.tliOll tll;tllagelltt'ttt,
reliability, (_.\, logi,_tics, and s}'ste|lls engincering based on tile prest'ril_cd guidelines.
6. P,e:'ie_v ,tilt{ ;q)prox'e ljointly) spacecr,'dt test requirclnt.nts,
7. l_,evicw and approve tilt,filed ,_pacccraft opt, r;.ttional dlcckout plan,_ and procedures.
i_..\ccept _pacecraft Lest results.
9. /)peraliollal dh'ection ;tulhoril.V el spacecl'a[t during ,the conduct el tests and chcckottl. ,,\ssure
tile coorditl_.ltiotl. ¢onsis|etlcv, _.ill(| cllcctivenc,',,', o{ Lilt' ,,,pace('ralt coltlr_tctorn _.hu'ilx,g lilt' KS(: opera-
lit.)tX_tI plla_('.
I0. Dt'vc.'l,,_l_tlci,|il,.'d.,,p,Lt'ccr;tltchct'k,,mt.,,chcduh.'sprior"It:,clectric,ll._(:,I,('InatcconsisLentwith
fi_coverallnfilestom'.'_dt'v,.'lol)edhv thc Apollo lh-o_rmn ,Xl_ma_t'r,
11. luq_lcmcnt ,M._(' appx'ovcd spat'ecr,dl and (',,_I" co|_[i_uratio|| changc,_. (k'rlil_' vhangc,', arc
itllpictnetxtcd per blu_,print.
I'2..\ssurcLilt"quality O{ contracLor '_'ol'k perlorllt('d at KS(':.,
l,_,l'l :. :\I_"1"II. - KN I142.2
- KN 1142.8.\
• KS('.. ,_I,%('..\greenxel'tL
- Sec cllclosures '2 7 ,_.
DIRECTOR, LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS
Tl_e Director, l.aunch Vehicle ()perations is responsible to the Director of I,aunch Operations for:
1. Thc n_m_agemem and Lechnical imegration o[ all K_(: operations related to launch vehicles
developed and provided by M,_I:('.
2. All operations and technical nKInltgClllCllt O{ launch vehick" contractors.
"4. Continuing ,tlml.wis el tile total Sitturll S)'SIOILIS, and assures total integration of the Saturn system,
hardware and performance.
4. The development and execution of all test plans, _C|Lcduie_.and procedures as related to the
launch vehicic operations..
5. Tile llxonitorillg and cvaluath'tg tile quality, ecOnOlll_', ;_lild timeliness o{ launch ,,:chicle stage
cotitractor's performance.
6..\pproving all procedures for launch \'chicle tests and operations pcr{ormed at K,_(.:.
7, The devcMpmetu, coordination, validation of budget r(,qt|iretnent_ and cOlltrol of allocated re-
$otlrces.
8. "\ cotnprehensive (,_ualitv and Reliability Asstu'_ttlt'e Program for tile receipt, preparatiol_., pv,e-
launch checkout, COilt/tdowl;-;111(t l,nnich o{ the ,%al',lrll. l,;llltlCII Vehicle.
P,_I'..\UTI I. -KX 1142.12
DIRECTOR, TECHNICAL SUPP.ORT
'The l_irector of l"echnical Support rt.'pol3s dii'ect|y to the (:emer l)h'ector and is r_mponsibie for:
l. Provkte or arrange all tcehnk:,d _upport invob,'ed in the conduct or' KS(" ¢ht,ckout and latmch
act ivitit.',_.
2..'klatxagt' and divcct tilt- nlaintcnancc and operation of tcst and launch t'oll_pleX facilities itlclud-
ing all related equipment other than fliglxt equipnient and GSE.
:t. Schedule and cotitro| all technical ,upport services at KSC.
4. Maintain single point of ._,\S.\ elttl'.V into AFt':'I'P, ¢Oll¢'et'llitlg t_l'ogr illll reqtliretnelttS.
P, i':F .\l-"l'l I.
• KN 1142.15 - KN il4'2.'2.
• KS i1.12 17\
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DIRECTOR OF INSTALLATION SUPPORT
The Director of ltx_tallation Sul)port rcports directly to tile Center l)irector and is responsible
I. General Opt_ration and maintenance of the in_tall;ttion, including such services ;is maintenance
and min0t' relklbilitatiou servicc_ for all KSC buildings, pcPnlancnt structures, and utilities except
those tcchnic;tlly delincd elements of I,autlch Complexes..
2. Provision of ope,'ational and indust,'ial safety progiani.
3. Provision o1' ocupiltitmal health program.
4. Provision ot: photographic, fcproductiom transportatitm, ._tpply and small purch:tsc _crviccn.
l¢,t,sptmsil)ility for :tdmitxistr,ttion el pad ,rod flight _ifcty progr,tms for launch_'s from corn:
plcxi:s |ocatcd on (.:_.tt)t" l'_cnncd.v rc,_ts complctcly ,,_'ith t:TI_, pt.r a _,Vchb-XlcNamar:t .\grccmcnt.
Thi_ r0slxmsihilit,v does not include ._alcty el opcr_ttiou imchmll.v to ,, tuantled spacecraft and tlight.
safety lot" launchcs h'ont E.,_(;.
RLI:..\UT|I. -KN 1142.2
- N,N 1142.13.\
t,
I
i .
DIRECTOR.OF DESIGN ENGINEERING
Thc Director of llcsigu Et_ginccriug.rctx)rts di,'cctl.v to tile Ccmt,r Director and i._ rc_l:xmsible for:.
I. l')csign, development, fabrication and rcturbishlnetlt el all KS( 1 p rot'ideal cqttipmem :rod facilities
with exception of the clcctronic s v._tcms and CtlUilmlcnt in._tallcd in the (:cutr:d Instrumentation
Facility.
2. Provide st,md,trds and policies tot operation :rod uutilltctmucc of KSC klciliticS and launch support
eqttipntcnt.
3. Develop conccpt_ ;uld perform studies for future mission l;itlllch t.qtliplllent and facihties.
4. Serve as official KS(: ctmtact amd interlace with the U. S. Army Corp._ of Etlgineering based
on prescribed guidelines.
6. Nlaintain direct but t:alormtd line., of con ml),mic:uion with the design ft, nction of other
NASA Centers.
REF. .\UTIt. • KN 1142.2
• KN 1142.11
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MANAGEMENTINTERFACE
BETWEEN
MAHNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
AND
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
A Chronological listing of the intercenter correspondence on this subject follows as Attachment no. 1.
CHROHOLOGICAL LISTING OF
DOCUMENTED/_C/KSC OPERATIONAL AGREEMENTS
1. Debus/Gilruth Agreement dtd 12-21-64 Debus/Gilruth Agreement.
2. Debus datafax to Shea dtd 1-23-65
Subject: Staffing of Resident MSC Office at KSC
Provides for Resident MSC Office at KSC to start with minimum staff of 5 personnel, to
expand to no more than 15-20.
Function of Office .to remain within 12-21-64 Debus/Gilruth Agreement...
Provision for project engineering function, one for each spacecraft. Statement that MSC Pro-
gram •Office would retain function responsibility for approval of all configuration changes and
hardware performance waivers.
3. Shea datafax to Petrone dtd 9-23,65
Subject: KSC Operation Management Plan
Proposal that KSC PPR take over and perform the functions of the MSC Resident Office
at KSC.
4. Petrone datafax to Shea dtd 10-7-65
Subject: KSC Operation Management Plan
Accepts MSC Proposal for PPR. to take over and perform MSC Resident Office function at
at KSC. Statement that KSC understands MSC wants CCP established at KSC _,'ith authority
to approve compatibility and make-work changes.
Requests MSC to formally delegate overall direction of S/C contractors' activity at KSC to
PPR in order to properly perform Resident Office function.
Requests that the 5 MSC persomlel in KSC Resident Office be tr.ansferred to PPR.
5. Shea letter to Petrone dtd 10-12-65
Subject: KSC Operation Management Plan
Officially transfers MSC ReSident Office functions at KSC to PPR, effective 10-12-65.
Accept-_ KSC request, for contractor direction, e._tablishment of CCP at K ,S.C_._nd transfer
of resident personnel to.PPR.
Statement that the agreements n_ade were within the 12-21-64 Debus/Gilruth Agreement.
6. Shea letter to Shinkle dtd 10-21-66
Subject: Chairman of CCP at KSC
States that Mr. W. Kapryan was appointed MSC'Assistant Program Manager.
Requcs_ that Chairmanship of the KSC CCP be .,-hanged from PPR to Mr. I¢,apry.an effective
Nov. 1, 1966.
Statement that tl;is, in no way would alter PPR's present relationship with MSC spacecraft
con*.ractors.
R_,quests that Mr. Kapryail be authorized to sign KS(: Master Schedules.
E-35 l
7. Shinkle letter tO Shea dtd 11-1-66
Subject: Chaimanship of CCP at KSC
Agrees with MSC request that CCP Chairnmnship be transferred from PPR to Mr. W.
Kapryan, MSC Resideat Manager. Disapproves request for Mr. Kapryan to sign KSC Master
Schedules.
Statement that PPR would retain responsibilities of CCP except the authority for make-work
and compatibility changes. This retained responsibility (operational scheduling of approved
MSC changes) would be handled by establishing a Spacecraft Change Implementation Board
(scIB) chaired by PPR.
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MSFC MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
In mid-19(iO, the period during which the Marshall Center was established and, incidentally, the
Apollo prohn'am was approved by the President, tile basic MSFC line organization was structured
fnnctionally by technical discipline, grouped within laboratories which reported to the Ceater Dirt,_tor.
These laboratories at that time already ctnbodied a veteran technical work force with in,depth com.
petence in all disciplines relating to rocket, ballistic mis-sile and laundi vehicle researelx and develop-
ment, Compared to the Apollo prt)grant ntatmgement struetutx' of today, this R&D work in l,t_i0 had
a primary in-house orientation, with design, much of the development, as,_embly, and test actually
pcrtbrmed within these laboratories by government personnel. Coutractors were used as suppliers, for
sub-system devt_lopment, and t6 assist the laboratories in carrying out in-house a_signments, The focus
for mamtgement of this contractor eff6rt was in the laboratories. Superinlposed Oil this laboratory system
were project offices, which handled _'onx'euti6nal 13roga"anunatic functions _nch as budgets, schedules
and reporting, Cemer staff 0rganizittions performed adminiStcati'¢e attpport. Because the in-house Saturn I
b(_oster work was of Such tuagnitude that it pervaded all organizational elements and required the conx-
nxitnteut of such a large part of Cetlte_r resourt'cs, the ()vet-all tuauagellff'nt of the Saturn progriun was in
fact perfortxxed at tat" vet')" top of the Maf_ha(l organi_atitm hy the (_,euter l)ircctOr.
As the approved Saturn proha'am evolved from the two-stage Satunl I imo a three.vehicle family
consisting of the Saturn I, tB and V, it became apparent by late 1962 that the maf_po_cv and facility
requirements of. the program far exceeded the capacity of the laboratorit_s to do. the entire" job in-house.
The Marshall Center was forced tt) adjust its way of doing husitxess to meet the demands of the total
vehicle proga:am ftw Apollo. MSFC did this by adopting the approach which is still followed today:
each stage or s_tetu is ctmtvacted trot to a |tlajor aerospace firm, such as C,hrysler,.Boeillg, Douglas,
North American, _tt(t IBM.
This tuatmgetueut change, whereby tuore than ninety per cem of the Sattu_x jctb is performed by
contractors, twcessitated a tuajOlx shift itx ,wtivity within the Mars'hall organiC.altOn. The priniary task
for Saturn was txo longer oue of in-house design, dcvelopnwnt, assembly and test; the tuait_ job was
now oil(: of tnallagittg the efforts of these major prittw .contractors.
This shift itt emphasis was r_,fleeted in the major MSFC reorgatfizatiotx oi° NOvetaber 1963 and
still in effect tod,w, when lmtustrial Op_'i-atious(It)) was created as the MSFC program u'lanagement
otgatxizatiou with the primary job of mauagiug the major comractol_, The pt'ugram offices in IO are .
structttred along the, .same lines a,_ the- program offices in the N-\SA tlehdquarters Office of Manned
Spaceflightand at the other ,Mamx('d Sp:tcrflight Cemt"rs.
At the s,tme time, the laboi'atorit_ witlx practically no change iu function, c0ntiuue utider a Director,
Research and l)evelopment Operations. These laboratories have let;tined their direct involvement in the
}'wogralll through cominuons, across-the-board teelmical-support to the progratn ntanager and super-
vision of coturactor effort through It) program mau,tgemeut channels. Tarts the technical expertise
cat'¢fully nurtured through t!le years ct_ntinues to provide ,t i'eservoir of kllow-how to fully support
techlxiCal progralll decisioixs.
Becau._e Saturn. Altwlli_ comitnles to he tile top priority job of this Cemer comnuutding the lion'_
share of its resources in both laboratory and prograul office, ct,nter tnattageutent, with appropriate
suppt_rt from the staff ofi'ices, continues to play the major ride for the getwr,d ,_uDervisitm of the emire
Apollo Program organization.
F,ncl0._ed you will fiitd de_ct'iptions of the duties and responsihilitics of each of the major MSFC
oi'gani,'.ational eletneuts particip,ttiug lit .Xptfilo. These materials shottld bc revie_ett withiix tile contf'xt
of the backgroufld stated in till,,, ._utumarv.
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GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
FUNCTIONS
The George C. Marshall Space Flight Center is assigned the following functions:
a. Performing as assigned the research and development associated with large launch vehicle or space
transportation systems and selected payloads, together with the related support equipment and facili-
ties.
b. Porcuring launch vehiclx systems and subsystems, including related electrical and ground support
equipment, according to assigned responsibilities; monitoring and directing contractor efforts; conduct-
ing acceptance tests; and approving all deviations and changes from contract specifications.
c. Providing or performing overall systems engineering, systems integration and production engineer-
ing for the launch vehicle or space transportation systems assigned.
d. Performing advanced -_tudies, research, and planning in the general field of astronautics, including
advanced space navigation techniques.
e, Developing and/or procuring engines for assigned support propulsion systems as well as those re-
quired to support launch vehicle and space transportation systems.
f. Porviding flight ready launch vehicle systems; insuring proper inflight functioning within the ap-
proved mission pt'ofile, and providing post-flight evaluation and analysis.
g. Providing support, according to assigned responsibilities, for the space program activities of other
NASA Installations, Department.of Defense elements or other Government agencies.
h. Performing in-house support research and management of research contracts with industry and
universities for the advancement of the state,of-the-art in.technologies associated with assigned pro-
grams.
j. Conducting operations in support of the Technology Utilization Program, including a eontinulng
search for and reporting of new technology, including innovations in techniques, processes, mater-
ials, and. devices evolved in the course of performing the functions outlined in this Instruction.
j. Providing a NASA in-he capability for pilot manufacturing, tooling, engineering and related
technical disciplines; and investigating, in considerable depth, technical problems in all the above
areas when requested.
k. Reporting on the status or projects and recommending changes or modifications to meet goals
and schedules.
1. Exercising management responsibility of component installations, including Michoud Assembly
Facility and Mississippi Test Facility.
m. Providing administrative and management support as required for carrying out assigned functions
and programs.
INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS
FUNCTIONS
Industrial Operations is assigned, the overall responsibility for the conduct and management of the
Saturn Launch X:ehicle Systems Programs, In discharging these responsibilities,. IO will perform the
following functions:
1. Management of the Saturn Launch Vehicle Systems Programs including related GSE and MSFC
assigned Saturn payloads. To take all actions necessary to ensure that the entire series of Saturn
launch vehicle systems is successfully developed, produced, tested, delivered and launched to carry
out the specified missions on the officially schedules dates and at the most reasonable cost to the
Govermnent within allotted funds. The term, "'Saturn Launch Vehicle Systems" includes the com-
plete launch vehicles (Saturn I. IB and X'), MSFC assigned payloads, related GSE and software and
all support, handling, and logistics requirements.
2. Assure the technical adequacy of the overall launch vehi.cle system and the successful integration
of vehicle s_ages, engines, GSI_, associated equipment and MSFC aKsigned payloads.. Wherever possi-
hie, courses of action and f!aal decision will be eeached by mutual agreement between program and
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project managecs and R&DO senior responsible personnel involved.
:3. Be the final authority on all program matters assigned by the foregoing paragraphs, as well as
for tile launch vehicle and GSE configuration, related softw._re, test programs, and quality and re-
liability programs. IO will ensure that all program participants cotdorm to established systems speci-
ficatiom and program requirements.
4. Direct all Government contracting activities for launch vehicle stages, program-related facilities,
program logistics and MSFC-assigned Saturn payloads, except for those sub-systems and other Sa-
turn-related elements which are assigned to R&DO.
5. Manage the off-site field operations of MSFC, including the Mississippi Test Facility, Michoud
Assembly Plant, and Resident Management Offices and attached elements.
6. Manage MSFC program logistics activities, including spare parts, propellants and pressurants,
transportation, equipment and facilities, and field operations.
7. Direct a facilities program to provide and maintain facilities and equipment required for the
Saturn program.
INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS
RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Plans and. manages the MSFC Industrial Operations complex, providing management skills in
the areas of program and fund control, contract negotiation and administration, cost control, pro-
gram logistics axed facilities, utilizing these skills in the integration of the management and technical
capabilities of the Government and Industry into a unified force for the accomplishment of program
objectives.
2. Manages the assigned Saturn Launc.h Vehicle System and payload programs including: the devel-
opment of plans; and the execution of programs through the successful design, development, pro-
duction, ground test program, vehicle systems integration and launch site test operations of launch
vehicles and payloads in the achievement of an effective balance between technical performance,
schedule and cost.
3. Assures techtfical adequacy of the overall vehicle system and the successful integration of assigned
vehicle ,stages, engines and associated equipment into integrated, funetim:ing launch vehicles in readi-
ness to meet NASA/MSFC Apollo ojbectives. Wherever possible, courses of action and final decision
will be reached by mutual agreement between program and projett managers and R&DO senior
responsible personnel involved.
4. Assures that the capabilities of R&D Operations are fully utilized in systems engineering; engin-
eering and technical support; development of systems and sub-systems, engineering studies and
analysis, and supporting research for assigned program-_.
5. Manages the field operations of MSFC, to include the organizing, directing, coordin,_.ting and
controlling of l_lississippi Test Operations, Michoud Operations, and Resident Management_Offices
and attached elements.
6. Manages the formulation and execution of a program for the development of systems, compon-
ents, techniques and processes applicable to multi-stage launch and space vehicles as contracted by
Industrial Operations with industry.
7. Directs the formulation, development and execution of Project DevelOpment Plans and associated
requirements; assigning responsibility for the dcvelopment of hardware relating to launch vehicle
and payload programs; and reviewing such assignments to determine that planning and execution
are.within established program objectives and authorizations.
8. Within the Apollo Program Office and MSFC guidelines, prepares and justifies total program bud-
gets, receives and allocates funds to contractors, to R&DO, and to other participating agencies in
accordance with program requirements.
9. Established integrated program requirements and controls over assigned programs at industrial
cofatract0rs and with Research attd Development Operations _'hich will provide continuously for the
evaluation and review of axsigned programs.
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I0. Ensures that project vehicles rem,'iin with MSFC approved configuration during the industrial
process and that contractors conform to established and approved systems specifications and engin-
eering requirements.
11. Ensures contractor compliance with NASA and Center policies, standards and practices in the
area of quality and reliability assurance.
12. Directs activities in the solicitation, negotiation, pre-award award, execution, notification, ad-
ministraton and progress assessment of MSFC Industrial Operations contracts.
13. Organizes, direc's, coordinates and controls MSFC Saturn program logistics activities to includc
propellants and pressurants, equipmem and facilities, transportation of progr'm_ hardware, and field
operations.
14. Directs the establishment and maintenance of an active fac'ilities program to provid_ moderniza-
tion and/or new facilities and cquipmeut tt_ support the assigned tnissions of Industrial Operations.
15. Interprets MsFc policy as it applie_ to program objectives and cst,'iblishes Industrial Operati6ns
policies.
SATURN I/IB PROGRAM OFFICE .
I.O., MSFC
FUNCTIONS
1. TO plan and direct the execution of the Saturn I and IB Programs within established,technical,
schedule and resourccs limitations.
2. To manage the composite MSFC/industry performance through.the phases of program planning,.
coordination, and comractor managerial and technical direction in the design, engineering, integra-
tion, development, control, production, testing, delivery and pre-launch checkout of the Saturn I
and IB vehicle and ,associated i-'cluipment.
3. To assure the teclmieal adequacy of the overall vehicle Wstem and the successful integration of
vehicle _tages and associated equipment within the assigned mission objectives of the Saturn I and
IB Progi'ams.
SATURN I/iB PROGRAM OFFICE
I.O., MSFC
RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Directs preparatiou and obtains approval of Saturia I and Saturtl IB Project Development Plans
as a basis for opt, rations.
2. hi conj.utxction with the Center' Director and Director, Ifxdustrial Operations, represents the
Saturn I and Saturu IB Progr,un,+ at the Management Council Programs at the Management
Council Progyam Review.
3. Assures that ti_c capabilities and resources of the b,esearch and Development Operations are.
fully utilized in S_,stems l.;ngtneei'ing, dcvclopmcut of syatctns and sub-systems, engineeriug stud-
ies,.and supportit:g r(_earch in suppof't of the Saturn 1 ,'IB Program.
4. Directs tlie Saturia i and Saturn .IB Programs. Estahlidxcs requirements for, and assures ade-
qua_'v of the systems engint'eriixg and- systems integratiort efforts of the Saturn I and Saturn IB
Programs, including specifications and drawings, perforntatxce and weight, automation, networks
F,SE attd MSE, RF communications at_d itxstrumentation, dynamics, controls, guidance, interfaces
and configttration cotttrol.
5. Dir('cts, through the ('ontracting ()triter, tht' ttegotiatiott, addainistration -and obtaining of re-
quired approval for Sitturn I,'lB l'_'ogi'anl cotztracts.
6. Reviews, attd approves dt_ign, production, qualification, and test programs; and ('nsx:i'cs that
supportittg cotttraet-_rs meet requiretttents of established schcduh's.
7. Review_ and approves contractor plans, schedules, budgets for obtaiifitlg facilities and tooling,
and contractor devclopmellt plans _utd s_wcifications.
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8. Establishes program requirements, determines program priorities, and directs a system of program
scheduling and status analysis; provides MSFC and NASA top management with periodic overall
program status reports, including status of applicable MSFC schedules; ensures effective implemen-
tation of Center management control systems; and establishes information channels with counter-
parts in NASA Headqu:_rters and other Centers.
9. Approves vehicle system oriented technical directives which in turn will be issued to systems
prirnce contractors through the appropriate state manager.
10. Approves technical baselines and exercises control over the technical progress of MSFC elements
in attaining vehicle system objectives. Provides the chairman for the Saturn I/IB (Level II) Con-
figuration Control Board.
SATURN V PROGRAM OFFICE
I.O., MSFC
FUNCTIONS
1. To plan and direct the execution of the Saturn.V Program within established.technical, schedule
and resources limitations.
2. To manage the composite MSFC/industry performance through the phases of program planning,
coordination, a_ contractor managerial and technical direction in the design, engineering, inte-
gration, development,, control, production, testing, delivery and pre-launch checkout of the Saturn
V vehicle and associated equipment.
3. To assure the technical adequacy of the overall vehicle system and the successful integration of
vehicle stages and associated equipment within the assigned mission objectives of the Saturn V Pro-
gram.
SATURN V PROGRAM OFFICE
I.O., MSFC
RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Directs preparation and obtains .Center and MSF approval of Saturn X' ProJect Development
Plans as a basis for operations.
2. In conjunction with the Center Director and Director, Industrial Operations, represents the Saturn
V Program. at the Management Council Program Review.
3. Assures that the tapabilities and resources of the Research and Development Operations are
fully utilized in Systems Engineering, development of systems and sub-systems, engineering Stud-
ies, and supporting research in support of the Saturn V Program.
4. Directs the Saturn V Program. Establishes requirements.for, and assures adequacy of the systems
engineering and systems integration efforts of the Saturn V Program, includ!ng specifications and
drawings, performeace and weight, autonmtion, ne',,vorks, ESE and MSE, RF communications and
instrumentation, dynamics, controls, guidance, interfaces, and-configuration control.
5. Directs, through the Contracting Officer, t_,xe Ilegotiation, administration and obtaining of re-
quired approval for Saturn V Program contracts.
6. Reviews and approves design, production, qualification, and test programs; and ensures that sup-
porting contractors meet requirements of established schedules.
7. P,eviews ,rod approves contractor pk_ns, schedules, budgets for obtaining facilities and tooling, and
cotatractor development plans and specifications.
8. Establishes program requirements; dcterlnines program priorities, and directs a system of program
schedttling and status analysis; provides MSFC alld NASA top management with periodic overall
program status reports, inchtding status of applicable MSFC schedules; ensures effective implemen-
tation of Center management control systems: and establishes information channels with counter-
pat ts in NAS:k 1 leadquarters and other Centers.
9. Approves vehicle system oriented technical directives which in turn will be i_ued to systems
pri_ne contractors tht'ough the appropriate stage max_ager.
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10. Approves technical baselines and exercises control over the technical progress of MSFC elements
in attaining vehicle system objectives. Provides the chairman for the Saturn V (Level II) Configur-
ation Control Board.
11. Isolates major technical problems requiring attention of MSFC top management or higher au-
thority, and recommends solution.
12. Participates in the activities of MSFC Working Groups and Inter-Center panels, as such activi-
ties relate to the technical integrity and interface relationships of stage-to-stage, vehicle-to-spacecraft,
vehicle-to-GSE and. vehicle-to-launch complex.
ENGINEPROGRAM OFFICE
I.O., ,MSFC
FUNCTIONS
1. To plan and direct the execution of engine projects within established technical,, schedule and
resources limitations.
2. To manage the composite MSFC/industry performance through thephases of program planning,
coordination, and contractor managerial and technical direction in the design, engineering, integra,.
tion, development, control, production, checkout, testing, and ,delivery of assigned engine projects
and associated equipment.
3. To assure the technical adequacy and the successful integration of assigned engine projects and
associated equipment, within mission objectives of the Engine Program.
F
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ENGINE PROGRAM OFFICE
I.O., MSFC
RESPONSIBILITIES
I. Directs the Engine Program; establishes requi;ements for, and assures adequacy of the systems.
engineering, and systems integration efforts for. Engine Projects to include specifications and draw,
ings, performance and weight, dynamics, controls, interfaces, and configuration control.
2. In. conjunction with the Center Director and Director, Industrial Operations, represents the
Engine Program at the Management Council Program Review.
3, Directos preparation. ,and obtains necessa_ approval of engine Project Development Plans as a
basis for operations.
4. Directs the negotiation and administration, and obtains .required approval of Industrial Oper.
ations contracts for the Engine Program,
5. Approves engine design, production, q_.lalificati, n, and test schedules, and ensures that support-
ing contractors meet requircments of established schedules.
6. Approves contractor plans, schedules, budgets for obtaining facilities and tooling, and contractor
development plans and specifications.
7. Directs and coordinat_ a system of progratn scheduling and status analysis; provides MSFC
and N,\SA top management with perodic overall program status reports, including status of ap-
plicable ,MSF schedules; and cstablishes information channeh with counterparts in NASA Head°
quarters attd other Centers.
8. Determines program requirements and priorities; ensures establishment of program operations
requirements and effective management control systems; and governs the emphasis on contractors'
work objectives.
9. Approves technical baselines and exercises control over the technical progress of MSFC elements
in attaining Engine Program objectives..\pp.oints the chairmen for Engine Projects Level III Con-
figuration Contt'tfl Boards.
I0. Isolates major technical problems requiring attention of MSFC top management or higher au-
thority, and recommends solution.
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11. Participates in the activities of Boards, Worki:ag GroupS, Committees, and Panels necessary in
the at:contplishtnef_t of the Engine Program mission.
I'2. Establishes, staffs, and maintains resident management offices at the cof_tract0_' p_ants as ap-
proved by Industrial Operations.
13. Assures that the capabilities and resources of the Research and Development Operations are
fully utilized in Systems Engineering, development of _ystems and sub-systems, engineering studies,
and supporting research in support of the Engine Programs.
MICFIOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY
1.0., MSFC
FUNCTION
To manage tile administrative afad industrial activities of the government-owned, contractor-oper-
ated Michoud plant, including contractS;, programs, documentation, facilities, finance, support and
computation services, quality control, and on-'_ite supelwision of contractor launch vehicle d_elopment,
design, manufacture, and assembly.
t
1
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
I.O., MSFC
FUNCTIONS
1. To manage the administrative, itadustrial, and development activities of the Government,owued,
contractor-operated ,Mississippi 'I'est Facilit), in':luding.contracts, programs, finance, safety, quality
engineering, aud on-site sapervision of stage zuad support contractor's performance of assigned dev-
elopmental and acceptance testing, cht:ckout, refurbishment, and service support programs.
2. To assure the fligt,t worthy qualLty of launch vehicle stages prior to delivery for launch missions.
3. To represent NASA/MSFC in Xlissis,_ippi in matters relating to state and local affairs.
MISSION OPERATIONS OFFICE
I.O., MSFC ............
FUNCTIONS
To plan, coordinate and direct froxl_ one single centralized point all activities invol_:ed with accom-
plishing MSFC's mission operattons role p_rtaining.to mantled and unmanned launch vehicles during
space flight missions, dight tests or similar operations. +
I
|
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS
FUNCTIONS
Responsibility for the establishmcxat and management of the scientific and engineering capabilities
of the MSFC Laboratories for the research aud development of l,atmch V,.hicle and l'ayload Systems,
Supporting Research and "l'echt_olo_', and ..\dvanced Studies rests with Res:earch and Development
Operations.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS
RESPONSIBILITIES .
1. Performs l'esearch and development programs and projects within approved objectives, resources,
and schedules; evaluates overall MSFC research and development objectives and recommends chan-
ges in program direction or solutions to major problem areas; develops R&D Operations require.
ments for inputs to overall MsFc budgets; develops annual plans for operations within authorized
_unds and manpower Complement including supporting contractor participation.
2. Performs in support of Industrial Operations, a program of overall launch vehicle systems en-
gineering associated with tile overall integration of a System including MSFC assigned payloads,
design Compromise among sub-sy._tems, definition of interfaces, analysis of sub-systems and super-
vision of Systems :esting, all to the extent required to assure that system concept and objectives
are being met.
3. Manages a program which brings to beat the development capabilities of the laboratories (de-
sign; component, sub-.system and whole system testing; fabrication, assembly and manufacturing
engineering', quality and reliability assurance; static and dynamic analysis)to support Industrial
Operations by providing the technical input with which Industrial (3perations gives technical dir-
ection to its contractors.
4, Establishes a management system which will provide for a defined number of senior. R&D Oper-
ations.personnel and a limited number of speciaJists to continuously monitor their facets of the
program to protect the technical adequacy.of the launch vehicle system.
5. Directs and manages launch vehicle and engine projects activities_ for which Research and Dev-
elopment Operations has an assigned hardware responsibility or a developmental support com-
mitment fquality aSsurance, system testing, etc.) in the Saturn I/IB, Saturn V and Engine Hard-
ware programs.
6. Formulates. and executes a program of research and development of components, systems, tech-
niques and processes applicable to multistage launch and space vehicles. These efforts are directed
toward development of back.up solutions, increases in reliability, performance and usefulness of
the Saturn Launch vehicles, and in improved methods of analysis,, manufacture, testing, etc.
7. Develops Center standards for quality assurance and provides technical support to the Industrial
Operations to ensure contractor compliance with these standards..
8..Conducts scientific and engineering studies on Apollo. follow-on programs, additional flight mis-
sions for existing Saturn Launch Vehicles, and additions and modifications, to improve or extend
the payload capabilities.of existing Saturn Launch Vehicles.
9. Develops "'Program Definition" systems specifications, engineering requirements and all technical
plans for proposed projects and approved "'new starts."
10. Prepares •'progrant proposal packages" for submission to MSF Headquarter_ under cooperative
arrangements developed with Industrial Operations.
11. Performs in-house studies and manages study contracts with industr_ to determine future space
mission requirements and to develop launch and space vehicle concepts for fulfilling these require.
ments.
12. Formulates and manages a program of scientific research and advanced technology to advance
the state-of-the-art ira launch,, space• and lunar surface vehicles and to maintain the MSFC tech-
nical proficiency in depth.
13. Establishes a system to continuously evaluate and improve the status of Research and Dcvel.
opmcnt Operations' manpower, technology base and facilities for fitness and compatibility with
MSFC's immediate and long-range scientific/engineering objectives and goals.
14. Interprets MSFC policy as it applies to Research and Development objectives and establishes
Research and Development Operations policies.
15. Ensures that the utilization of in-house support contractors is within the established MSFC
policy.
I
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NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
I. ORGANIZAq'iON A5'I) MANAGEMENT OF APOLLO cSNI PROGRAM
A, CORPORATION
The Space and hlformation Systetns D_visi6ti (SAID), which is responsible for the Apollo CSM
and Saturn II Pro6u'ams is one of seven N-\A 6perating di,_isions supported by corporation adminstrative
organizati6ns. Ead_ division is beaded by a division president who is Mso a vice president of the corp-
6rat{on responsible to NAA President, J. L. Atwood. Mr. Atwood is also Chairman of the NAA's
Board of D{rectors. The corporation establishes and administers the broad policies which constitute
the framework with;.n which each operating division functions. Chart "'X" shows the NAA corporate
brganization:
B. SAID
SAID is headed by Division President, II. A. St6rms. This divisi0f_ is responsible for the Apollo
CSM and Saturn II Programs whid_ are being carried out under separate program fn,'ifiagers. The
Apollo CSM Program is directed by Apollo CSM Program Manager and SS_ID Vice President, H.
A. Storms. Advanced Programs Development, and Research, Engineering and Test furnish special
technical support as txceded. Other S,_ID functions provide administrative support.
The Apollo CSM Progt'::un Maaager, D. D. Myers, is assisted by Deputy Program Manager,
C. H. t'cltz and four Assistant Program Managers. Directors el four functional areas report directly
to the Progrmn Malinger. The Director of Quality and Reliability Assurance is responsible to ttXePro-
Manager in technical matters ahhough reporting administratively to the SAID Directox' of Quality
and Reliability A_surzmce. The Director of Apollo CSM Operatiol_s, Florida, J. L. Pearce, is responsible
to the NAA General Manager of the Florida Facility. W. S. Ford. This organizational plan gives
the Apollo C.SM Pro_,u'a:n Malinger direct control and responsibility over all phases of the Program
including all subcontracting,
I). FI,ORI DA E:\CI I XFY
The, Apollo CS,M Florida Director, ,l. I,. Pearcc is supported b)' three managers, the Chief Project
Engineer , R.,W. Pyle, and the Techtfical Support Chief, P,. E. Franzen. The tht'ee managers have
separate areas of restx_nsibility: Test Operations, J. M. Moore, Test Sites, R. E. Bartou; and Quality
and Reliabilty Assurance, ,1. l,. I Iansel. Very close liaison and control between Downey and Florida
Apollo CSM operations is maintained.
II. PROGRAM i IARDWARF, RESP()NSIBI I,ITY
S,_ID is responsible, with NASA cottcm'renee, for the (werall developntent, design, manufacture,
and test of Apollo ('SNI hardware.
A. SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
SAID is respon_ibh' t't_ the cimauaild aud s_ctvicc mtxtule/_, tht;, launch _scape System. the spacecraft '
hmar module adapter, and most subsystetns pertaining to these .tttodules. SAID is responsible for .co-
ordinating the physical and operating interface_, of these tttodttles and systems with Assoc-iate (?,ontractors
and NASA.
B, GROUN1) SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE)
NA:\ sttpplies GSE as directed by NASA to support Apollo CSM test and checkout operations
at all test mites. Tltis GSI" cotL_ists of checkout equipment, attxiliary eqttipmeut, servicittg; and handling
equipnlent. NA.\ is responsible for the dt_igu, maltufacture, zutd checkout nf this (;SE..
C. SI, q_SVSTI'_MS
The following ..\polio C.SM sttbsystents and modules.are being produced inhouse at NAA:
SUBSYSTEM OR Mt)I)UI,E DIVISION
C_mmand and Sere'ice Modules (Cotnplete)
SI,A (C_intplete)
l_tunch l';s_:apc System Structure
Sequetlcer Systetit
Command ,klodule Reaction (_mtrol System
S_ll)
SAIl)
l,os Angeles Divi*i0n
Autonetic-_
R_wketdyne
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Units that are made at otlier. NAA divisions are designed, manufa6tured, and tested under S%ID
supervision and control.
D, SUBO,ONTRA6._rORS
Major and min6r SubContractors are selected with NASA concurrence by S%ID, ond are under
S%ID surveillance. Th(_ subsystems they fabriacte are designed, fnanufactured, and tested under S%ID
supervision /rod control.
E. SUPPLIERS
S%ID 15uy_ hardware for the Apollo CSM Proga'aln directly from Over 12,000 first tier suppliers
of which 9,600 l:eprt"sent small busiqess: and the remainder, large business. All such hardware must
be bought from S',';,tD approved sources ami the hat'dware must be certified and tested as required
to nwet applicable specificationS. Suppliers of these first tier suppliers represent many thousands of
additional firms.
iii. PROGRAM CONTROL PROCEDURFS
A. The baseline tot NASA and N.kA management of the program is contained in the contract.
The particular control baselines arc the technical, master end item and specific end item Specifications,
the contract plans, and coutract chauge notices which become incorporated into the baselines by spec-
ification aud supplen'_'ntal ago'cements. The controllitxg plan_ are the Manufacturing Plan, the Quality
Control Plan, the Configuration Managemetlt Plan, the Ground Operations Requirement Plan and
the Reliability Plan.
B. Control Tools-Cost, Schedule and Quality. Program control procedures are implemented only
after formal Joint NASA, NAA interface agreements. These inlerfaces consist of contractual, technical
and schedule meetings and documentation. Cantraetual direction is g'¢en by NASA to NAA through
(bilateral) Supplemental A greemeuts and Contract Specification Change Notices and through (unilateral,
by NASA) Contract Change Authorizations, Technical direction is given by NASA through Program
Management Meetin_,_, letters and wires to the NAA controcting officer and ia'_formal reviews ana
Interface Control Documents. Forx_.ml joint reviews are Preliminary and Critical Design Reviews (PDR's
and CDR's), First Article Configuration Inspection (FACI), Customer Acceptance Readiness Reviews
(CARR) and Flight Readiness Reviews (FRR).
Through the S%ID Apollo CSM Program Manager's Office, control is exercised over CSM program
costs, schedule and quality. The control media include the following.
1. COST CON_I'ROL ;.s provided,primarily.through Joint N ASA/NAA negotiated and approved
"work packages" with individula work package managers assigned to control costs, schedule achieve-
ments and. quality. The cho,ce of work package breakdown structure has enabled individual cost
control .of. functional, eleraents within s%ID as well as ntajor subcontractors which supply CSM
subsysti.'ms. NASA. NAA division and cerporate policies assure proper make or buy decisions,
sub¢ot|tractor bid selection aud tile like.
2. SCIII.;I)UI,E (]('INTROI., is provided by use of a Master Development Sehedule,'" a
formal schedule cltange system, a PERT reporti_g system of scheduled milestones and formal critical
problem re_x_rts. Major schedule changt_ reccivc concurrence of the NASA Program Manager
prior to NAA implementation. The selection of schedule milestones, monitored by PERT are
also identified in the cost ¢oLttro[ work packages, yielding an integrated cost/schedule measuring
device.
3. CONTROL O'_' QU:\I,ITY is provided by (a) jointly approved hardware qualification test-
selection, criteria, test nurveillance and test report approval, (b)Joint NASAiNAA r.,andatory i_p-
ection point assit,,,lmlents and sun'eillance, and (c) swp/by/step inspections (NASA/NAA) through
manufacture, checko,at attd pre-launch operations. A failure reporting syste_ a_ures follow-up
on potentktily discrepant hardware. Control of subcontractor quality is provided in a similar fashion,
C. _I:\NA_;I:,MI'NT (lt)NTR()I. l)t)CUMl';N'i'S.Mzutagen|ent control doct,ntems for Apollo CSM
hardwzu'r exist at !,_vl_ _'a," t_rogxatn lo,,el alld .It the first.lifw levcl of N.\A S%ID nmmtgement. The
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top documents serve tO record design and product Certification and flight readiness. These are the
jointly approved minutes of PDR, CDR, FACI, CARR, Design CertificatiOn Review (DCR) and FRR.
The first-line level management control documents are:
1. DESIGN- Master Chtinge Records (MCR), drawlngs, process Specification interface control
documents and measurement lists.
2. MANUFACTURING - Fabrication and inspection record tickets, planning tickets, tool orders
and parts replacement requests.
3. MATERIAL (PURCHASING) - Purcha-_e order, purchase order change notice and specification
control documents.
4. TEST AND OPERATIONS -Operationai test plan, operational checkout procedure, not sat-
isfactory report, test preparation sheet, development test procedure.
5. QUALITY AND RELIABILITY ASSURANCE- Inspection test instructions, material review
disposition and quality cOfitroL specifications.
D. CONFIGUR.\TION MANAGEMENT - Configuration Management is practiced through Com-
pliance with the NASA Apollo Configuration.Management Mamml and N.XA Division Policies as im-
plemented by the Apollo CSM Change Control Board, chait'ed by the -\Ssistant Program Manager.
Configuration changes with major program impact are resolved at joint Change Control Board meetings
between the NASA and 8% [D Program Managers.
Cha1,,ges imposed on program baseline originate from both NASA and NAA, NASA directed changes
are processed by Contracts through the Change Control Board for preparation of proposals. In-house
changes are processed by the Apollo CSM chief project engineer also through the Board for evaluation
and direction. Change control documentation is in the form of a Master Change Record (MCR) which ,
defines the change" and is the basis of an order to the functional departments to provide cost and
setiedule information for necessary evaluation, prior to final implementation. The MCR can be used,
as above, to determine details of a change prior to implementation; however for urgent changes the
purpose of the MCR is to initiate action, which is accomplished upon MCR approval by Program
Management for "Release to Production".
Configuration records are maintained in records ot released engineering drawings and specifications.
These records provide indentured drawing lists, parts lists and alpha,numeric parts or drawing lists.
The manufacturing planning system assures drawings and engineering order (E.O.) compliance utilizing
Fabrication and Inspection Records (FAIR) and a Change Verification Record (CVR)for each .end
item. The FAIR provides both fabrication instructions and inspectiot_, verification; the CVR provides
E.O. records and verification of compliance.
Durit_g Downey, Houston and Florida Testing, a Test and Inspection Record (TAIR)system
provides identical configuratiou and impection intormation.
E. Subcontractor control baseli_lc consist of (a) approved design specifications, drawings, components,
qualification test plans and reports, acceptance test plans, critical process specifications, and component
failure histories..\ F,\CI is conducted fox"comp!c× (major) procurements by S%ID with a NASA audit.
Other procurements are subjected to FACI at NAA. utilizing subcontractor data. All baselines are
re-verified to NASA at the SC I01 (Block II lunar capable vehicle) FACI.
Conformance of the subcontractors is controlled by "'fi'cezing'" component changes at.F.\Cl, strict
part number control, identification and rcidentification, source or receiving inspection to formally ap-
proved, drawings and baselines and component rcapir or overhaul, controlled to the configuration spec-
ified in the approved baseline.
Changf:-s arc justifiable only for N.\SA or NAA requirements modiciations; failure in qualification.
during production or in operational tests; or for significant cost reduction. Change controls parallel
the N.\SA.S%ID change control procedures. This method of subcontractor control is in effect a t such
major subcontractors as t loneywcll, AiRcsearch, Beech and Pratt % Whitney.
F. Field Site Control - Apollo CSM Program Field Site efforts with activities at Florida, MSC-
Houstotl, White Sands, New Mexico and El Ccntro, California, are managed as arc similar cP'orts in
Downey. The management differences, are caused by the fact that hardware at field sites has usually
been transferred to NASA-owned, and also is governed, by NASA field sitc management pro,.cedures,
rather than N.\.X or NASA-MSC.
[lardware floss" throogh the field site is controlled by the (;round Operations Requirement Plan
(GORP) contractual document, as modified by Ol,crational changes and deviations approved by the _
,NAN.\-IxS(I or other held site change board.
t lardware changes evolving front NASA and N.\.\ sources', identified previously, are processed
thr0ugh the Do_ney system for incorporation in a similar mamwr to other changes.
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MSC-KSC RELATIONSHIPS
The followingseriesof documents establishesthe workingrelationshipsbetween the MSC Apollo
organization, and itscounterpart at the Kennedy Space Center, Indluded in the documents are the dele-
gations of authority from the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office to the KSC Director of Plans, Pro-
grams & Resources. Duc to subscqucnt reorganizations, the names of thc organizational elements have
been changed during the formulation of the MSC-KSC interface, though it is believed that the same
iridividualsarc essentiallyinvolved in the intra-center wor: : g relationships.
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APOLLOSPACECRAFT
MANAGEMENT GUIDE
CHAPTER:
35
I
EFFECTIVE DATE:
April I, 1966
SUBJECT:
KSC,MSC Relationships at the Cape
A. The overall policy and relationships which exist between MSC and KSC for those spacecraft
activities occuring at the Cape are defined in the agreement on KSC_MSC Cape Relationships,
signed by the Director, Manned Spacecraft Center, and the Director, John F. Kennedy Space
Center, dated December 12, 1964.
B. Additional definitization of relationships between ASPO and KSC is contained in the following
documents, which are incorporated in this chapter.
I. MSC datafax to KSC, dated September 23, 1965, subject: Proposed Apollo Spacecraft
program Office KSC Operations Management Plan.
2•.Message from KSC, dated October 5, 1965, subject as above•
3. TWX to KSC from Manager, ASPO, dated October 12, 1965.
4. Memorandum from Manager, ASPO, subject: Apollo. Spacecraft Program Office Operation
Plan at KSC, dated October 18, 1965.
5. Memorandum from ASPO, program Control Division to PPR1, Mr. G. McCoy, subject:
"Change of Management Interface", dated March 15, 1966.
6. _'emorandum from KSC/PPR, subject: "APOllo Program Directive No. 14", dated Feb-
ruary ,k 1966.
7. Memorandum from Program Manager, subject: "Ap011o Spacecraft Program Office and
Kennedy Space Center Management Interface", dated March 23, 1966.
C. An on-site engineering evaluation group from NAA has been physically relocated to KSC to
provide a closer cognizance of the spacecraft subsystems performance during checkout tt*ts. Specific
duties of this team and of the ATO data support penonnel, and the detailed KSC operational
information are included in the memorandum from PM/ehief, Checkout and Test DivisiOn, dtd.
Feb. 3, 1966, which is included in _his chapter.
NATIONAL AEROHAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
KSC-MSC CAPE RELATIONSHIPS
This paper establishes the overall policy and relationship which slaall exist between MSC and
KSC for those spacecraft activities occurring at the Cape. The f011owing relationship shall exist:
1. MSC shall be responsible for the determination and control of the configuration of the space.
craft and all spacecraft contractor-supplied GSE, including ACE. MSC shall be responsible for approval
of allchanges in cot_figuration.MSC shall establ sh overall checkout standards and plans. These standards and plans shall set
the broad parameters for checkout and inspection for all spacecraft checkout and inspection for all
spacecraft checkout form the factory through Cape checkout. MSC shall establish detailed factory check-
out procedure_; KSC shall review and advise MSC on these procedures. KSC shall develop Cape
checkout plans for review and app.roval by MSC as a part of the overall spacecraft checkout plan;
KSC shall develop detailed checkout procedures shall be adopted which are not concurred in by MSC.
3. MSG shall conduct technical reviews, inspection, attd checkout acceptance activities at the space-
craft contractors" plants: KSC shall provide checkout personnel to serve as observers and advisors;
K_C shall cotxduct detailed Cave checkout of spacecraft, securing XISC approval of necessary perform.
ance and theckout ptotedurc ,asters o¢ inspectton deviations; kti( '. shall (onduct the actual count,
down and launch activities. 1"his includes direction of those X|SC spacecraft contractor personnel engaged
in preflight checkout activities at the Cape.
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APOLLOSPACECRAFT
CHAIrI?ER:
35
MANAGEMENT GUIDE
I
SUBJ ECT:
KSC-MSC Relationships at the ('ape
I
EFFECTIVE DATE:
April 1, 1966
I
I II I II I III I | II
4..MSC shall prOvidt to KSC performance data, systems or suhsystcms gpccifications,, or test results
wliich are needt_,d or requested uy KS(.;.
5. MSC shall provklc data requirements for format and or rtduction requirements for pre-mi_ion,
reai-time mission, real-time ltqs_ion suppoi't, or post-mission evaluation.
6..Msc ._hall detcrminc thc disposition and place of failure analysis oi all failed components after
removal from the spacccraft: KS(; shzdl conduct failure analyses as rt_quested by .NISC and make re-
cotnt_,tcndatioiis for corrective action as applicable.
These aranagements relate to all KSC-MSC relationships for activitits conducted at M IL.\and the
ETR.
7, MSC shall retain responsibility t0r all astronout, activities; KSC shall pt'ovidc necessary housing
and logistical support as required.
8. ,XISC shall prepare all on-board experiments which are intimately associated with the astro*
haul; KSC 'shall prepare those exoerimems intimately associated with the spacecraft.
9: KS(: _hall participate .a_ a Board Member of the .\cceptance Rtview Board in conducting formal
pre,delivery reviews ot npacecraft ;it tile contractors" "plants and on tile MSC Spacecraft Readiness
Review Board; .XISC shall participate as a Board Member ill launch readiness reviews and shall partici-
pate in preflight and post-launclx dcln'iefings of l;tunch crews conducted by KS(]. MSC shall conduct
necessary post-mission tests of spacecraft.
It). NISC shall establish minimum readiness specifications or lift.off rules for spacecraft systems;
KSC shall cotlduct necessary integrattd space vehiclc checkouts.
11. KS(: shall provide .MSC such administrative and housekeeping support for. personnel assigned.
to tile MSC Resident Offices as may he necessary.
12. KSC shall se_'e as tile agctlt of MSC in conducting Gemini spacecraft checkout, inspection,
and testing at the Cape. This function shall be delegated.to the Deputy Director for Launch Opera-,
tions, KSC, who shall be directly responsible to MSC for these activities. The Directors, KSC and
MSC, shall periodically discuss any. problems which may arise relating to staffing levels assigned to the,
Gemini Pf'ogram. (This arrangement shall be reviewed prior to GT-6).
13. KSC shall mak(" the KS(] Deputy Director for Launch Opct'ations available to function as the
agent for ,MSC in providing local direction (at the Cape) to the Air Force 6555th Test Wing in its
preparation, qheckottt, and launch of tilt Gemini lautlch vehicle and the Atlas-.\gena target vehicle.
(ORIGINAL SIGNED BY RO|IERT R. GII,RUTtt)
Robert R. Gilruth, Director
Manned Spacecraft Ccnter
December 21, 1.904
Date
(ORIGINAl, SIGNED BY KURT I!. DEBUS)
Kurt |I. Debus, Director
John F. Kennedy Space (.:titter
l)ecember 21, 19(_4
Date
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PROPOSED
APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE
KSC OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT PLAN
I. General:
The KSC:MSC relationship signed by Dr. K. Debus and Dr. R. Gilruth on December 21, 1964,
assigns certain responsibilities to MSC for the Apollo Spacecraft operations at KSC. It is the purpose
of this plan to delegate a limited number of these responsibilities to KSC for execution and to delin-
eate other of these responsibilities that KSC shall refer to MSC-ASPO for action.
2. Responsibilities delecated to KSC, plans, programs and resources office:
A. PrOvide the interface with the MSC Apollo spacecraft program office manager for activities at
KSC involving support of the Apollo spacecraft .program. -
B. Accomplish technical management of ASPO contractor(s) at KSC within the scope of defined con-
contractor tasks and coordinate with the app Apollo spacecraft tasks.
C. Provide appropriate ASPO contractor performance reviews to MSC.
C. Provide appropriate ASPO contractor performance review._ to MSC.
D. Be responsible for the configuration management of the Apollo Spacecraft, GSE, and ACE
AT KSC in accordance with the specifications furnished with the delivery of the equipment and
MSC Apollo CCP or CCB Directives. Changes in this established configuration initiated at KSC,
including compatibility or make work, shall be referred to this chairman of the cognizant MSC
MSC Spacecraft Configuration Control Panel for approval action. Action on these configuration
changes shall be handled in the most expeditious manner, TWX or telephone. The cognizant
contractor shall be responsible for documenting all changes in accordance with the Apollo Space-
craft Program Office "Apollo Configuration Management Manual, MSC Suppliment no. 1 (to
NPC-500-1.), Exhibit IX".
E. Provide to MSC-ASPO daily status reports on Apollo Spacecraft work, including overall schedule
performance compliance, ,EO's worked and other pertinent program information.
F. KSC shall provide facilities and general service for the MSC personnel such as project and
systems engineers, GSE, site activation, quality, checkout, and subsystem managers assigned by ASPO
E. Provide to MSC-ASPO daily status reports on.Apollo Spacecraft work, including overall schedule
performance compliance, EO's worked, and other pertinent program information.
F. KSC shall provide facilities and general service for the MSC personnel, such as project and.
Systems Engineers, GSE, .site activation, quality, checkout, and subsystem managers assigned by
ASPO th specific hardware or functions that are being handled by KSC for MSC. KSC shall
provide internal working interface arrangements for these individuals in support of the accomplish:
ment. of the tasks. . -
3. A more detailed level or assigned responsibility is contained in the following list. The notation "KSC':
indicates those activities in which responsibility for primary accomplishment is delegated to KSC, plans,
programs, and resources; the notation "MSC" indicates that.primary responsibility is to remain with
MSC (ASPO); and the notation KSC, KSC refers to those accomplishments in which reciprocal activi-
Jies are required.)
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DETAILED MSC-KSC INTERFACE ACTIVITIES FOR APOLLO
SPACECRAFT ACTIVITIES AT KSC
KSC
MSC .
MSC
KSC/MSC
KSC/MSC
MSC
KSC/MSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
MSC
MSC
KSC
MSC
1. Change coordination
A. SC configuration
B. GSE configuration
C. ACE configuration
2. GORP
3. Failure analysis designation (SC, GSE, and ACE) - PE
4. OCP Review (field to factory and revet'se)
5. Checkout results documentation
6. Supporting test results to KSC
7. Calibration coordination (MSC requirements)
8. Launch support requirement generation
9. ACE program material elaborate rcf.
10. Site Activation - Board Chairman (Dir. contractor) ORD's SAND's
11. Subsystem manager coordination - PE
12. ALOC representation for countdown - PE
13, ICD and IRN review for adequacy and coordination with co-chairman
14. Approve deviations to subsystem performal_ce requirements and resolution of anamo-
lies granted by KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
15. -\SPO Contractor and NASA Visitor Control
16.. Logistic, travel, meeting arrangements with.KSC for MSC (Apollo)
17. Provide SC, GSE, and ACE fa".lure and anomoly data that is timely and compat-
ible _'ith ASPO system
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MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MANAGER, APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE, PA
DIRECTOR, PLANS, PROGRAMS & RESOURCES, PPR
MANNED SPACECRAFT OFFICE,. PPR-1
I) '.. I 1,
MSC NO. 19
RECEIVED: OCT 5 - 4:59 PM 1965
NASA COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
I. YOUR PROPOSAL THAT KSC, PLANS, PROGRAMS, & RESOURCES PERFORM THE FUNCTIONS
OUTLINED IN YOUR DATAFAX DATED SEPTEMBER 23_ 1965, IS ACCEPTED.
2. OUR BASIC COMMENTS ON THE DATAFAX ARE AS FOLLOWS:
la} IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE ACTIVITIES, ENUMERATED IN PARAGRAPH "F" WILL BE
CARRIED OUT IN KEEPING WITH THE INTENT.OF PARAGRAPH A AND B.
IT IS UNDERSTOOD FROM MY RECENT TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH YOU THAT
A KSC CCP WILL BE ESTABLISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT
PROGRAM CONFIGURATION NU_,NAGEMENTPLAN. IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE
SCOPE OF KSC DELEGATED CHANGE AUTHORITY WILL BE LIMITED TO COMPATI.
BILITY OR MAKE IT WORKCHANGES.
((:) PARAGRAPH 3 OF THE PROPOSAL IS A GENERAL GUIDELINE WHICH WILL REQUIRE
AMPLI FICATION AND SOME DETAILED MODIFICATION AS THIS PLAN DEVELOPS.
3. iN ORDER TO CARRY OUT THE ABOVE, iT IS REQUESTED THAT ASPO TAKE ACTION TO-
(o) FORMALLY DELEGATE OVERALL DIRECTION OF SPACECRAFT CONTRACTORS
ACTIVITIES (NAA, GAEC, GE/ACE, AND MIT) AT KSC TO THE KSC, PLANS, PROGRAMS,
AND RESOURCES OFFICE.
(b) TRANSFER THE PERSONNEL AND POSITIONS PRESENTLY ASSIGNED TOTHE LOCAL
MSC OFFICE TO KSC.
C¢:
W. BLAND_PH
s.,t ROCCO A. PETRONE
]
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NtOM :
SUBJECT:
iotl.*m
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum
DIRECTOR, PLANS, PROGRAMS & RESOURCES, PPR
MANNED SPACECRAFT OFFICE, K$C
MANAGER, APOLLO SPACECRAFTPROGRAM OFFICE, PA
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
DATE:
THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE - KSC OPERATION MANAGEMENT PLAN PRO-
POSED BY THIS OFFICE ON SEPTEMBER 23, 1965, AND ACCEPTED BY YOU ON OCTOBER $,
1965, IS THEREFORE CONSIDERED IMPLEMENTED AS OF OCTOBER 12, 1965, I AM NOWTAKING
ACTION TO PRONOUNCIATE THIS PLAN BY:.
(1) ANNOUNCING TO THE ASPO CONTRACTORS A DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO YOU TO
DIRECT CONTRACTOR WORK AT KSC.
(2) TRANSFER THE PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO THE FIELD TEST OFFICE TO KSC.
(3) ESTABLISH AN ASPO CONFIGURATION CONTROL PANEL AT KSC WITH YOU APPOINTED
AS CHAIRMAN WITH POWER OF DELEGATION.
THE FOLLOWING I$ IN REFERENCE TO YOUR COMMENTS ON THE AGREEMENT:
(a) THE ACTIVITY IN PARAGRAPH "f" '#ILL BE IN KEEPING WITH THE INTENT OF PARA-
GRAPHS "a" AND "b".
(b) THE AUTHORITY OF THE SPACECRAFT CCP AT KSC WILL BE LIMITED TO COMPATIBILITY
AND MAKE WORK CHANGES. THE SCOPE WILL BE AS SHOWN IN THE ENCLOSURES.
(c) 1 AGREE, THE GENERAL GUIDELINES OF PARAGRAPH 3 WiLL REQUIRE FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT. IT iS FELT THAT THIS WILL BE DONE AS NECESSARY DURING THE
ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE INTERFACE TASKS LISTED. AS WE PROGRESS, MODIF.ICATION
AND ADDITIONS WILL BE MADE TO THIS LIST.
SINCE THIS AGREEMENT IS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE KSC.MSC RELATIONSHIP S!GNED BY
DR. K. DEBUS AND DR. R. GILRUTH OF DECEMBER 21, 1965, ITEMS NOT SPECIFICALLY
COVERED SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BASIC DOCUMENT.
FURTHER ADJUSTMENTS NOT PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED.'#ILL BE WITHDRAWING OF _ PROJECT
ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR THE FACILITY VERIFICATION VEHICLE AT K_ AND THE ASSUMP-
TION OF THE GSE-GE SUPPORT AT KSC BY KSC, BEFORE OCTOBER 15, AND NOVEMBER 1, 1965,
RESPECTIVELY, UNLESS YOU ASK FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION.
./
ENCLOSURES 's JOSEPH F. SHEA
B_.)" U. 5. Savings Bonds Reg,larl.y on the Payroll Savings Plan
|.
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APOLLO SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION CONTROL PANEL AT KSC
The configuration control procedure outlitled ill tile ."Apollo Spacecraft Pro(jraln Office
Configuration Management Plan," March 1965, has beel_ adopted by ASPO and is
being followed to process all engineerincj chan.qes to Apollo Spacecraft hardware. As
stated in this plan, tile Configuration Cotltrol Board consists of the "Board" (CCB),
and several panels (CCP's). These panels (CCP!s) are an integral part of tl_e CCB
and function under the jurisdiction of, and with delegated authorities from, the Chair-
man of the CCB.
Director Plans Program and Resources, KSC, will establish and chair an Apollo
Spacecraft CCP at KSC to consider and process engineering changes to Apollo
Spacecraft and associated hardware undergoing checkout and test at KSC. The
ASP.O Configuration Management Plan is being revised to reflect tills action. The
authority .of this CCP shall be restricted to the review of.end item hardware (including
GSE) and software conf|gurat=on changes to deten_ine.if the change is mandatory in
conductof tests at KSC, and tl_e approval of the contractor's pla._ for making the.
mandatory change to specific Apollo hardware end items at KSC.. Where the space-
craft cannot be restored to its original configuration once a change I_as been incor-
porated, approval of the change shall be concurred in hy the KSC assigned Project
Engineer. Changes that cannot be removed without major schedule purturbation
(24 hours) shall also he referenced to the MSC-PE. All mandatory ctlanges are by
definition either "compatibility" or "make work" changes. Compatibility changes are
those required to correct a design deficiency that is directly attributable to the con-
t
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tractor. Make work changes are those required to correct deficiencies for which the
contractor did not have design responsibility. Concurrent with the implementation
of mandatory changes to the spacecraft or associated hardware, the appropriate
contractor will prepare an Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) covering the
change and submit it to ASPO-MSC°for processing in accordance with the
procedure outlined in the ASPO Configuration Management Plan. Review and
approval of the ECP by the ASPO CCB will cover the requirement for the inclusion
of the change in other end items and will insure documentation of the test site change.
The operating procedures for processing changes through the Apollo Spacecraft CCP
at KSC should be coordinated with the Secretary of the ASPO CCB, Mr. A.L. Brady.
These procedures should show how Type A TPS's, EOts, etc.t are generated, signed
off and processed.
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SUBJFCT:
Md4? t_ IIIl_ll tal_
UNITED ,_TA'I'E,_t;_)\ I,_RNI_IEN I'
Memorandum
See list attached
PA/Man_ger, Apollo Spacecraft Program Office
D^at:: Oct 18, 1965
Ill reply refer to;
PHI2:JJS:ibr
Apollo Spacecrb.ft Procjram Office
Operation Plan at KSC
An operation management.plan has been developed within the scope of the
KSC-MSC Relationships agreement of December, 1964, whereby the Di-
rector of Plans, Proqrams, and Resources Office at Kennedy Sprite Center.
is delegated the authority to f_,lfill l imRed M SC ASPO responsibilities at
the KSC. The present ASPO test office at KSC has been tr,_nsferred to
KSC to asSiSt.in the accomplishment of these tasks,
A general summary of the functions that will be performed for ASPO are:
(a) Provide the interface with KSC for the MSC ASPO
(b) Accomplish technical management of ASPO Contractors at KSC
(c) Establish an ASPO Configuration Control Panel at KSC
Operational details of the plan are being developed as necessary. Infer-
=nation concerning your area of assigned responsibility may be obtained
from the Staff Office of the Checkout and Test Division, extension 5221.
/s/Joseph F. Shea
i
B=i _" _'. _.,'t._,¢, tto,,h Rq(Nl,,d._,m tl,. P.oroll .i'aL'tn&rPlan
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NATIONAL AERONAUTIC:5 AND .SPACE ADMINI_TRATION
MANNEO SPACECRAFT CENTER
HOUSTON, TEXAS 7_$8
Chapter35, pa_e 12
PP
TO' PPRI/Mr. E. McCoy
Chief, MannedSpacecraftOffice
FROM: PP/Chief, ProqramControlDivision
Apollo Spacecraft ProgramOffice
SUBJECT: Chan_leof Manaqement IntOrface
You are no doubt aware of the recentre-orientation of the MSC Apotlo
SpacecraftProgramOffice, but perhaps not fully aware of the minor
chanqe this creates m the exist.itLqworkit_j interfaces..
Effective March I0, 1966, the ASPO PrOgramControl Divisions specifi-
cally GordonJ. Sloops° was tlamedas the Individual responsiblefor the
mat__qementinterface with your otfice. The interfacefor the solutionof
technical problemsis the LEM and CSM Project Engineerinqand Checkout
Division; OwenMorris and R. LanzkronDivision Chiefs, respectively.
We are Iooki=_;forwardto continuing1our relationshipwith the samesuccess
as enjoyedprior to the re-orientation of our orq,lnizatibl_.
CO:
PA,,_N. L "e
PA,'J. Kotanchik
PD/Chief
PE/Chief
PF,,'Ch=(_f
PM/Chief
PR/Chief
J. ThomasMarkley
1 TTI r -J ....
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
PPR-36
Feb 4, 1966
TO: Manned Sp_cecralt Cellter
Apollo- 0trice Of Proqr;Im Man,_qcr
Attentton: Dr. JoSeph $he_, PA
FROM: Director, Plans, ProqrmllS and Resources, PPR
SUBJECT: Apollo Pro qram Directive I%1o.14
To facilitate compliance with the subject Direct=ve and in accordance with the
M SC AS PO-KSC Operation Managelltent Plan imi)lemented October 12, 1965,
Mr. H.E. McCoy, Chief_ Mmllled Sp,lcecratt Of,_ice, PPR-I_ is design,_ted as
the prime K$C contact. All requests for delivery of M_C equipments to KSC
wittl "open" work will be concurred in by.Mr. McCoy or his desicmated repre-
sentative prior to ship met_t to KSC.
To avoid unnecessary delays in coordit_ation, it is SuqqeSted that the KSC
Manned Spocecraff Office, PPR-I, be advised o! possible problems two (2)
weekf, prior to scheduled Sl_ipment. It is also r_coii_mended that representatives
el the KSC Manned Spacecraft Office, PPR-I, attend MSC/Contractor Con-
hquration reviews wlYen it is known or expected that equipment will t_ot be in
the desi_lil confiquration when shiptYed to KSC. UI3on detemlin_tioti th_lt equip)-
meat will require "open" work to be accomplished at KSC, MSC _ContractorS
shall i lm,ediatOly prowde KSC with a detailed "open" work status. The status
shall detine thO work required and the scheduled MSC/Contractor dates for pro°
vidinq KSC with the equipment Jenq il_eerinq neceSs_iry to close the Work. Tills
information shall he documented on the "Material Inspection awed Receivit_fl
I_eport", Form DD-250 (or MSC e(lui_,alent).
's 'Rocco A. Pelrmle
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Memorandum
: See Distribution DATE:
PA/Manager, Apollo Spacecraft Program Office
Apollo Spacecraft Program Office and Kennedy Space Center Management
"Interface
Effective immediately the following management interfaces are established
to minimize Apollo direction channels to KSC:
R.W. Lanzkron - Chief, CSM Project Engineering and Checkout Division
O.G. Morris - Chief, LEM Project Engineering and Checkout Division
J.T° Markley- Chief, Proqram Control Division
A. Cohen - Chief, Systems Integration Branch, Systems Engineering
Division
All correspondence of non-policy nature directed to KSC shall be submitted
to one of the above for signature. Dr. Lanzkron will sign all technical cor-
respondence specifioally pertaining to the CSM, CSM site activation, and
CSM checkout. Mr. Morris has the same signature authority for LEM.
Mr. Cohen is responsible for establishing and approving all changes to all
Interface Control Documents (ICD's) with KSC and will signall corres_n-.
dence relating to ICD's. All other correspondence whose subject is not
specifically CSM, LEM, or ICD oriented will be submitted te the Program
Control Division for signature.
The establishment of this interface and the attendant signature authority
does not alter the existing functions andauthortties of the Launch Opera-
tions Panel.
/s/Joseph F. Shea
_,¢,,,,fg, Bs,dJ Rrg,larll a,; the Pa3ntl: .£_t'il/U Pla_
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Distribution
PN/Cllief, Checkout and Test Division
Feb 3, 1966
In reply refer to:
PN/N-98-56
Apollo Spacecraft Checkout at KSC
During the Flight Readiness Review for S/C 009, it became apparent that a
closer cognizance of the spacecraft subsystems performance during the check- .
out tests was needed. To implement this need the North American Aviation
Apollo Test Operations have instituted an onsite engineering evaluation group,
This group consisting of eight engineers from Downey who have been physically
relocated to KSC to partlcipate in the checkout with the operatiOnal p,:rsonnel
of both NAA F/F and KSC.
Provisions have been made for MSC subsystem managers or their representatives
to participate at KSC with'tl_e NAA engineering evaluation gro.p. Contact
should be made With A.E. Morse, PPR-12, KSC, who will establish the opera-
tional interface with NAA through Stan Taylor, NAA-F/F. An orlentatiot_ will
describe the facilities, procedurest and ;nfo.nnationavailable for the visiting
personnel,
Following the briefing, personnel will participate in a pre OCP Review (i,cludincj
Post Test Data Requirements), the OCP itself, and the OCP Results Review.
To provide the necessary visibility for effective interfacing with the current NAA/
KSC analysis effort, detailed KSC operational information is presented, (Attachment
I.)
Specific duties of the NAA analysis team as well as those of ATO data support
_rsonnel have been defined by NAA F/F. (See attachment 2.)
Enclosures
PHb:REMcKann:sml
/s/William N. Bland, St.
I I'-[ ....
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Attachment I
The post-test pre-flicjht data generated by the ACE station at KSC is in tile fonllat
of strip charts and ACE tapes. Additional data is available fro_lt the Communications
Ground Station wllich records data frowntile FM links on an open or closed Ibop basiso
The ACE tapes are presently stored by General Ele_:tric in tl_e cool,purer room area.
The strip charts are stored in a I:)ata Evah|ation Room under the cO_:lnizance of the
h_forMation Systems Directorate (INS) of KSC. INS has no authority to edit, annotate,
or otherwise am_l_endthese records other than to provide a storacje, record, and check-
out function, INS has a ftlrther, separate ft=nction to reduce data on an "off-line" basis,
as required, based on a previotlsly necj_tiated and validated reqtlirelnent and for which a
progrant has helen prepared.
The spacecratL sy_te_n encjineers ot NASA, KSC, Spacecraft Operations Directorate.
(SCO) ¢lsually submit their reqllests for data processing through their spacecraft con-
tractor represeiltatives (NAA for S/C 009). NAA has a central point of contact for
all their.NAA F/F or NAA-.Downey representatives' reqt,est for data. A direct inter-
face has beet1established betweetl NAA and INS, however this itlterface is subject
to SCO revie_,t and approval if req,ired. Additional, separate reqLlests for data pro-
cessing may be hlq_osed on INS directly.by SCO.
SCO does not at this time have data qrot,p directly responsible for data control (i.e..
cross referencinq, editing, reduction of red,ndent data, compilation of data reports
for _,ystems review) although they have been asked to establish stlch a group by the
KSC Proqram Office. For their own purposes $C0 had not p,'eviotlsly established
SL=cha group becaLtse their systelns people were inti,llately familiar with the test
details by personal review of the real time events and past test data review as re-.
¢llli_ed.
It is the reqt=iremeni for data to be made available for other than KSC-SCO and NAA
F/F' persot_nel that makes the require_nent for a data control gro_|p mandatory. NAA-
Downey. inteqrating their requirements and review with their NAA F/F counterpart,
requires an INAA effort of this type but title to tl'Oir "on the spot" efforts they may not
provide.a formal report and records suffic.ient to satisfy other requests. NAA F/F
cannot integrate the req_=irenlents ot M SC and NAA-Downey altl_rough this effort would
be beneficial to consolidate analysis ot the problem and the specific data requirejllent.
The KSC Manl_ed Spacecraft Program Office is the ofticial interfa_:e through which the
MSC req,ests for data are processed. At the mome=_t, til_til a data evalt_ation tealn or
office i_ established at KSC_ this office has no operational control of the original data
without specific coordit_ation with the SCO engineers on a per rec;=estbasis. Tills effort
is beinq pursued by the KSC Proqra=t_Office with the st=pport ot General Electric personnel.
Because ot the time retluired to pursl=e these individt=als reql=ests, a quick "tLIrn'.around-
time" cannot be presetltly s_pported.
E,77
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Prior planning, and submission of specific types of data for the pro-launch checkout
has been a_complished to some degree through the PSRD. This information relates
primarily tO the flight PCM data recorded by KSC-INS. Data records are available
at KSC but no known pre-flight post-test MSC requests are i)resently programmed
in tI_e.PSRD. All data reduced from these tests would be voluminot=s. Like other
data generated by ACE, copies of data for specific time intervals should be requested.
Tile underlying problem throughout the quest for data for engineers external to KSC is
the volume of datz, available and the difficulty in anyone not familiar with the records
and their annotation in obtaining that specific piece of data required. Also requests
for all data pertaining to a certain event or function requires a detailed analysis of
t he the total data to determine the complete cross referencin_j of data on ACE tapes,
or Strip charts, or ground telemetry Station records. Only a System engineer, versed
in the OCP preparations format, and operation can coordinate, readily, requests of
this type.
Due to the limited time remaining in the pre-flight checkout of S/C 009, it is
strongly recomlnended that the most expeditious meth,.d of obtaining the required
system data is for personal visits to be made to KSC, The advantages of this
intermediate solutio.n to t.he probleln Of being versed on the proper operation of
the spacecrai_t systems are that the interfaces established by the NAA-Downey
system evaluation team can be readily assimilated and thbt coordinated review
of the problems and data required can be made with the NASA and NAA en-
gineerS. The Ksc Program Office and the NAA test team have promised their
full cooperation in providing whatever infom_ati on and sctpport they can in
making this endeavor successful.
!.l [
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Attachment 2
EXPECTED DUTIES OF ANALYSIS TEAM
I. Review OCP in advance of its performance.
2. Define in advance those sequences of specific interest.
3. Specify what data is desired and what format it should be in.
4. Review data pertinent to your system.
5. Prepare a summary report givinq analysis of your system's
performatlce durillg a give|] OCP.
6. Review data from tests already performed and write Stllllmary report.
. On special tests el a troubleshooting nature, participate directly
by being in the ACE Control Room, or wherever the work is being
accomplished.
8. During performance of OCP's specify times when access to control
room is desired to monitor testitlg first, hand,
9_ Cloae coordination with your ATO Systems counterpart is expected
(at least initially) to interpret what is actually going on during
specific sequences of. an OCP,
NOTES a) Where data (other than hand written values) is required as
permanent documentation, special requests for additional
playbacks or reproduction o[ existing data must be made.
All raw data at this facility generated by ACE or NASA
support facilities belongs to KSC.
b) For personnel who are not familiar with the area, a tour
of the facilities is recommended so they may better appre-
ciate work iml conditions under which tests are performed.
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SYNOPSIS OF APOLLO
CONTRACT WITH NORTH AMERICAN INCORPORATED
TOTAL PROGRAM:
The portion of the ApOllo. Program contracted with North American Aviation Incorporated started
on December 21, 1961, and Will extend through completion of the Program in 1969.
Major Contractual Phases are:
Time Period
21Dec 61 - 13 Aug 63
21Dec 61 - 1 Oct 65
3 Oct 65 - 3 Dec 66
4 Dec 66 - Onward
Contract Type
Letter
CPFF
CPI F
Letter
Prime Document
Letter Contract NAS 9-150
Contract NAS 9-150
S/A 115 to NAS 9.150
S/A 220 to NAS 9-150
DEC 61 TO OCT 65 CPFF:
During the CPFF period 21 December 1961, through 4 October 1965, North American- furnished
design, development, manufacturing and field services including 19 mockups, 19 boilerplates, 4 spacecraft
(001, 004, 007 and 0{)9), GSE valued at 156.6M and spare parts.valued at 32.6M. The North Ameri-
can plants were at Downey, California, and Tulsa, Oklahoma, with the bulk of the effort at Downey.
The field services were furnished at WSTF, MSC, and KSC and involved site activation, vehicle check-
out and test operation. The total estimated cost of the CPFE effort through October 2, 1965, was
,'o18 million.settled as % 1.47 billion .with a fee of ....
OCT 65 .to DEC 66 CPiF - S/A 115:
Supplemental Agreement 115, for the conversion to CPIF, was written-in the form of a total
contract that summarized the contractual aga'eements under the CPFF portion and presented in effect
a complete new contract for the CPIF portion. It covers the period from 5 October 1965, through
3 December 1966 and includes Development, Manufacturing, and Test under an "Interdependency"
incentive; GSE Manufacturing under a "Cost" incentive; Spare Parts Manufacturing urlder a "Cost"
incentive; and a very limited amount of provisioned overhaul, repair, and facility activation under
a cost plus fixed fee arrangement.
DEC 66 ONWARD:
Letter Amendment designated Supplemental Agreement No. 220 extend the contract through Decem-
ber 30, 1966. Subsequent amendmenu to S/A 220 have extended coverage through 1 April 1967.
The contract presently under negotiation, has essentially the same feature, and incentive conditions
as S/A 115. There are moderate differences in the method of applying incentives on checkout
and flight, the management incentive is dropped, a FY 67 cost incentive is added and there are
differences in the shareline* and weightings given the various incentive measurements.
S/A 115 CONTRACT ROAD MAP
The index to Part 1 Schedule is on page II of the schedule. The index to the entire S/A 115
is on page 91 of the schedule. The contract is:
Part I Schedule
I
t_
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\In addition to specialprovisionssuch as GOvernment Furnished Tooling, Make or Buy, Security,
Overtime, Contractor Pricing Data, etc. Part I includes extensiveprovisionsfor the operation
of the incentivesunder ArticleV, "Consideration and Payment" and ArticleXXIX, "Special
IncentiveProvisions."
Part II Statement ofWork
The Statement ofWork coversthe tasktobe performed throughout the scope of the entireprogram.
It covers the full range of goods and servicesfrom initialdesign trhou
It covers the full range of goods and servicesfrom initialdesign through post flightanalysisof
the lastspacecraft.
Part Ill NASA Tasks
This coversNASA responsibilitiesforsupplyingdata, interfaces,equipment, facilities,etc.
Part IV Hardware and Delivery Requirements
This specifiesthe hardware to be deliveredwith appropriatespecificationrderences and with the
delivery schedule. Since the S/A 115 includes allprevious effort,thispart specifiesthe program
totalsfrom the beginning of the CPFF phase through the totalcontractedmockups, boilerplate,
and spacccrft.To determine the itemsto be deliveredin the October 65-December 66 CPIF period,
one should deduct the items delivered prior to October 1965 and those scheduled for delivery
past December 1966.
S/A 115 calledforthc dcllveryof I boilcrplateand 14 spacecraftduring the Oct 65-Dcc 66 period.
The boilcrplatcwas cancelled;two spacecraftwere cancelled;10 spacecraftwerc-dclivered;and 2
remained undclivcrcd.
ExhibitE-GSE
This isa rdcrcncc listofS/A's thatare priced GSE lists..
ExhibitF-Spare Parts
This isa referencelistof S/A's that arc priced Spare Parts lists.
ExhibitG-GFP/GFE
This is the listof GFP/GFE to bc furnishedby the Government. Itsindex ison Figure Ill of
exhibitG and it is broken down into GFP at the manufacturers'plants,GFE for incorporation
in hardware and base support to bc furnisbed the contractorin his operations it MSC, KSC,
WSTF and El Ccntro.
ExhibitH,Make or Buy List
ExhibitI-Documentation
This exhibitlistsall documentation to bc furnishedby NAA, including CSM data packages, test
reports,checkout plans, training materials,sccurityplans,etc.,specifyingthe frequency and the
approval level for changes. (Type I documents require NASA approval before implerncntating.
Type II documents arc issucd with information copies furnishedfor NASA surveillance.Type
Ill documents arc allothers.)
ExhibitL-PERT.
This definesPertand costproceduresused on thisprogram.
ExhibitM-.OffSiteTest Programs Work Statcmcnt
This isthe statementofwork forNAA activityat KSC, WSTF, and MSC.
ExhibitN-Facility/GSE SiteActivationSubcontracting
This cxhiblt is a rcfcrcnccof S/A's that listsubcontracted siteactivationat WSTF, MSC and
Downcy.
ExhibitO-Common Usage Requirements
This cxhibitspecificsrequirementsfor implementing common usage of equipment within the Apollo
Program.
ExhibitP-DeviationstoContracted Language
ExhibitQ-MiscellaneousHardware List
This listcovers items authorizedby the Contracting Officerfor contractorprocurement in the lieu
of Base Support.
ExhibitR-IncentiveExhibit
This cxhibitcontains the measurement criteriaby which inccntivcperformance points arc earned
and a tablco[ ratcsfor computing carncd fcc.
ExhibitS- FlightOperations Support Program
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This exhibitlistsadditionalpersonnel tO be furnishedat KSC and MSC in directsupport of flight
Operations.
ExhibitT-Work Packages
This exhibit is in support of a unique arrangement occasioned by the cutoffdate of December 3.
The NAS 9-150 Statement of Work covers alleffortthrough the end of the program. This effort
is limited to work through December 3rd by S/A 115. In order to ascertainthat the work ne-
gotiatedwas performed in the contractperiod (5 October through 3 December ) mad thtm a,m_e
that the recorded costswere for the work negotiated,a more detaileddefinitionof the work to be
accomplished inthisspecificperiodwas spelledout in ExhibitT, "Work Packages".
A recommended order forreadingthe contractwould be:
Page 91 ofthe schedule.indexPart I
Page 11 ofthe schcdule.indcxcontract
Page II Statement ofWork
Part II Statement ofWork
Part IV Hardwara Delivery Requirements
Part Ill NASA Tasks
ExhibitM Off SiteTest Programs
ExhibitS FlightOperations Support
WExhibitT Work Packages
ExhibitR IncentiveProvisions
Part I,Articlc.XXIX SpecialIncentiveProvisions
Part I,ArticleV Considerationand Payment
Charts A, B and C - FollowingPart I
Other portionsofPart I ofinterest
Other exhibitsofintcr_t
S/A 115 CPFF AND CPIF:
The portions of work in S/A 1!5 that are under CPFF, Cost Incentive,and Interdependent In-
centivearc:
THE OVERHAUL, REPAIR AND FACILITY ACTIVATION portion has an estimated.costof
$3.91VI*and a fixed.feeof$0.2M.
The SPARE PARTS target cost is $12,000,000" , and ison a CPIF costsharing basiswhich is
specifiedon page.16 of S/A 115'.sschedule (ArticleVT(i)(z)). Exhibit F ofS/A 115 liststhe sup-
plementM agreements that price the. spare parts. Approximately 70% of the spare parts have b_e.n
delivered as of December 3, 1966, cutoff data does not apply to the separately provi_'oned and.
pricedspareparts.
The GSE TARGET COST is $43,427,668 *and is on • CPIF cost sharing basis which is
specified on page 15 of S/A 115's schedule (Article VT(iXI) ). Exhibit E of S/A 115 lists the sup-
plemental agreements that price the GSE. Approximately 90% of the GSE has been delivered.
A-_ in the case of the spare parts, the December 3, 1966, cutoff .date does not apply to these
separately provisioned and priced items.
The DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING AND TEST EFFORT. has a target cost of $561,
649,0(}0 _ and is under interdependent incentives on cost and performance.
"These target values are the latest value reflecting the most current supplemental agreemental
• These target values are the latest value reflecting the most current supplemental agreements and
arc therefore different from the values originally specified in DS/A 115.
S/A 115 INTERDEPENDENCY INCENTIVE:
The interdependency can be described as a .family of fee-cost sharlines. The highest fee-cost shareline
isassignedto a performance ratingof lO(R)points.Progressivelylower fee-costsharellnesare estab-
lished for lower performance ratings clown to a minimum pedormancc of 500 points.The fec
earned by the contractoristhus subjectto two parameters,cost and performance. For illustration
purlx_es,Charts A, B and C followingpage 93 of the S/A 115 schedule depict feesat representative
levels of performance points and cost. Maximum fee for best cost and best performance is ap-
proximately 15%. There is a base fee of 4th% of target. Fee at target cost and maximum per-
formance is approximately 12,°,8.
!
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/Performance points in S/A 115 are measured in the _eas of Pre-dilivery Mission Sequence Runs,
Deliveries, Qualification, Ground Test, Pre-Flight Checkout and Launch, Flight Te_, Block II Space-
Performance points in S/A 115 are measured in the are,'_s of Pre-delivery Mission Sequence tLuns,
Deliveries, Qualification, Ground Test, Pre-Flight Checkout and Launch, Flight Test, BLlock II
Spacecraft Manufacturing and Management. The Cost-fee-performance arrangement is specified
in Article V7 (i) (3) on page 16 of S/A 115 schedule. This in turn references a table in Exhibit R
OF S/A 115 that specifies rates of fee decrease for each performance point from 1000 to 500 points.
Exhibit, specifies the measurement criteria by which performance points are earned in each of
the above areas as well as the table of rates for computing earned fee decreases.
In addition, the administration and scoring of the performance incentives ,_re subject to a number
of provisions relating to availability of government furnished items, methods of notation of points
scored, pretest conditions, etc., which are specified in Article XXIX of the schedule. Also the
Scoring of the cost portion is subject to a work package adjustment. The work pae.kages are de-
fined in Exhibit T and the mechanism by which the final cost for fee purposes is adjusted for
differences in work accomplished versus the work defined in the work. packages is specified in .
Article XXIX (r) on page 84 of S/A 115 schedule.
In summary, Exhibit R and Article V, Part 1, specify the measurement criteria for performance
and cost. However, both measurements are further refined, by adjustments made according to
proyisions in Article XXIX of the schedule and Exhibit T.
HARDWARE SCHEDULES:
The hardware delivery schedules are specified in Part IV. To assist the Overview of the contract,
attached are summary delivery .charts that show the effort plotted against time:
Attachment 11-2-26 shows boilerplates delivered during the CPFF portion of the contract.
Attachment ll-2_27'shows spacecraft (Block I) delivei'ed as of September 64, the end.of the CPFF
portion of the contract.
Attachment 11-2-46 shows Block I spacecraft d.elivered as of December 66, the end of the S/A
115 portion of the contract.
Attachment 11-2-49 shows Block II _paeecraft and mockups delivered .as of December 66.
Attachment 11-2=55 shows .the deliveries of Spacecraft LM Adapters through SC 109 as of
December 66. " "
Attachment 11-2-56 shows the delivery schedule for Spacecraft LM Adapters for SC 110 through
115.
It should be noted that .the Block II program extends through Spacecraft 115. The contract at
present covers the program through Spacecraft 112. The addition of Spacecraft 113, I14, and 115
is curt_ently under negotiation. Relative to effort beyond December 3, 1966, negotiations have been
underway since October 66 for the definitization of the program from 4 December 66 through Space-
craft l12's launch and postflight analysis which.is expected in mid-1969. The addition of effort related
to SC 113, 114, and 115 will extend the expected co'.npletion to late 1969.
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